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The centennial of its purchase 
/rom Russia is focussing fresh 
attention on Alaska. This I 883 
sketch is of the famed Schwatka 
exploration party on the Yukon. 
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In the Rink Rapids, Upper Yukon Cover 
Lieutenant Frederick Schwatka led a military mission 
through Alaska in 1883 to get military information 
on the Indians and Eskimos - and for geographical 
exploration. It was a dangerous and exciting adven-
ture, and his magazine articles and book A Summer 
in Alaska (1891) were eagerly read by Americans 
whose curiosity had never been satisfied since Alaska 
was purchased from Russia in 1867. The cover sketch 
first appeared in The Century Illustrated Mrmthly 
Magazine, September, 1885. 
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Speaking of People 
A ghost town lured him. 
MRs. MINIVER, in Jan Struthers' novel 
of that name, made a bright little 
discovery while motoring in northern 
England. It was that enjoyment of 
a place was keener if on a previous 
trip she had been interested or ex-
cited there. As she drove along, her 
rearview mirror became the symbol 
of this insight. The past - put in 
proper relationship to the present -
was a guide to what lay ahead. 
"You cannot successfully navigate 
the future," she concluded, "unless 
you keep always framed beside it a 
small clear image of the past." 
To frame small but clear images 
of past events and significant situa-
tions is the purpose of THE PACIFIC 
HISTORIA N . . . and because 1967 
marks passage of 100 years since 
Unc le Sam bought Alaska, we now 
call it to your specia l attention. More-
llver, Alaska is our forty-ninth state 
- and our largest. (That voice from 
T exas, hl1wever, maintains ir is still 
the biggest - not under ice1) 
To tell uf Alaska's po litical vicissi-
tudes we asked a highly recommend-
ed young historian, NEIL R. KoENI-
GER. A senior at Alaska Methodist 
University, at Anchorage, he already 
has contributed to varied publications 
including the Alaska Review. Any-
one reared in Alaska, he writes, "has 
a hard time not to be interested in 
history - for the country is filled 
with it." His yen for history started 
at the ghost town named Hope, lo-
cated along Resurrection Creek on 
Turnagain Arm. He has worked as 
a ship hand and a firefighter, but 
presently is earning his way through 
school as a nurse's aide at Alaska 
Psychiatric Institute. 
ARTHUR R. REED became interested 
in America's trade with Japan by 
chance. As Research Archivist at the 
Federal Records Center in San Fran-
cisco he stumbled upon files that 
titillated his well-developed historical 
curiosity. Digging deeper, he discov-
ered documents that light up the 
beginnings of American commerce 
with Japan. CoMMODORE PERRY had 
opened it to Western civilization -
with cannon ready for action - in 
1853. Yankee businessmen were 
quick to act, as MR. ABEL's article 
reveals. He, himself, is a Ca lifornian 
with a midwestern background -
and nurses the improbable hope that 
the lure of his favorite pastime -
Research 'L'S. mmmtaineering. 
mountain climbing - will ease off 
presently so that he can research and 
write more about trade in the Pacific. 
In the United States, almost syn-
onymous in the public mind for the 
Philippines is the name GENERAL 
CARLos P. RoMULO ... H e leads off 
this issue of the Pacific Historian 
with a thoughtful discussion of his-
tory writing drawn from his own 
experience in history making. 
"A small man from a small coun-
try" is his own description of himself, 
but few men of this age have left 
upon it a mark more meaningful. He 
helped lead his country's struggle for 
freedom, was at General MacAr-
thur's side when he returned, pre-
sided over the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly and Security Council, 
fought toe-to-toe against such Com-
munist leaders as Molotov, Vishinsky, 
and Gromyko, authored ten books, 
was awarded 59 honorary degrees, 
became a heroic symbol for the 
world-wide struggle of small nations 
for democratic action, and now is 
President of the University of the 
Philippines and Secretary of Educa-
tion. 
The photograph reproduced on this 
page has a history. It was snapped 
at the very moment the hitherto 
unknown leader of the Philippine 
delegation suddenly became a world 
fi gure at the U nited N ations Con-
ference at San Francisco, April, 1945. 
Sessions had started listless ly. Then 
came Romulo. 
"Let us make this floor the last 
battlefield," were his opening words. 
H e paused. Applause rippled, then 
explod ed. It became a standing ova-
tion, the only one given to any speak-
er at the Conference. Pierre ] . Huss, 
Hearst correspondent, wrote that in 
that moment Romulo made a name 
for himself and his country. 
TH E PACIFIC HISTORIA N is now ten 
full-fledged years old. This issue starts 
Vol. XI. We are grateful for encour-
Big mnment fnr "smaLL man" 
aging words from a growing circle of 
friends. Especia ll y do we view with 
pride the steady inflow of subscrip-
tions from co ll ege, and university 
libraries. Several have asked for back 
copies, so students may draw upon 
the informative material presented 
through the ea rl y yea rs by EDITORS 
R. R. STUA RT and his GRACE. 
If you have suggestion or comments 
or questions, let us hear from yo u . 
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The Responsibility of the Historian 
By CARLos P. RoMULO 
Secretary of Education and concurrently 
President of the University of the Philippines 
IT HAS BEEN SAID that "although God cannot alter the past, historians can; it is 
perhaps because they can be useful to Him in this respect that He tolerates their 
existence." 
It has been rather my good fortune to have participated in a personal 
and intimate way in many of the public events that have now moved, as it were, 
into history; and these events, I believe, historians can not now change. 
But it is not about those public events, which in a sense have become 
private to me (or, in any case, were) that I am supposed to write about. In this 
article, my role might be that of a reviewer of history as well as an observer of 
society. Coleridge lumped reviewers in his time as "usually people who would 
have been poets, historians, biographers, etc., if they could; they have tried their 
talents at one or at the other, and have failed; therefore they turn critics." If I 
then turn critic-and critic of history and society-I would only be true to form. 
I have recently written in a Manila magazine on the subject of "our seem-
ing purposelessness (as a people), our drifting about in this the 20th century 
and the 17th year of our independence." And in this connection I expressed 
the idea that perhaps this "derived ... from our having overlooked our past. 
We have devoted too much of our time and energy to this history of other 
nations, too little to our own .... Our own Filipino historians, while they have 
written excellent textbooks, have not as yet produced an authoritative and 
definitive history of the Philippines written from the Filipino viewpoint that has 
commanded the respect of historians in the world of letters." 
It is apparent that we need in the Philippines today-and this can also be 
applied to the United States-a good reading-and, maybe, several good readings 
-of our history as a people. I do not mean history as essentially a study of 
events, for events in themselves are colorless. Nor do I mean history as a study 
of men and the events that they generate. Personalities can, and often, dominate, 
certain periods of history; in our experience as a people there are enough of 
this phenomenon. Is the historian in such a case going to be faithful to the 
personality or to the events in question? There is a choice of tactic here; and 
either way, the historian has yet to reckon with a third element which haunts 
like a ghost every event in history. Ideas are present in every event of historical 
significance; and, either clearly or evasively, they make their presence known. 
It is thus the historian's obligation to render three things unto history, as 
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a Roman in Caesar's time might render unto Caesar-namely men, action, 
and ideas. 
But even if that were done, how true would such a history be? The 
Philippine histories that we have, for example, while they are accountably 
faithful to· chapter and verse of our experience as a people, are bound to leave 
a serious reader with mixed feelings. For among other things, from what 
vantage points do our historians write? 
Every historian, through his faithful rendering of facts, creates in his own 
way an illusion of reality; the lived experience of a nation, the fall and rise of a 
country, the ascent to the heights of nobility of a people. All these he sees, but 
must invariably see them from some point in time as well as through an angle 
of vision, a way of squinting his eye (as some would), or looking straight 
through. This last is a moral obligation, for the history so written also joins 
the legion of facts which make up reality, is an act by itself, and takes its place 
in the acts that men do and because of the ideas they profess. What ideas, then, 
do our historians profess? 
To see this concatenation of men and ideas and action from a vantage 
point in time and through moral vision-to apprehend and comprehend all these 
is to read history closely. It may well be that no such history can be written by 
one hand, but by several; that such a product repeats itself with every genera-
tion, insofar as that generation is able to produce an interpretation comfortable 
to its assumptions and challenging enough to its aspirations. To put such a test 
on the writing of Philippine history is, it seems to me timely. 
Let me illustrate all these in terms of a much-discussed subject-i.e., 
America's so-called "manifest destiny" in the Philippines. Scholars and teachers 
of history are familiar with the scene-which, I might say parenthetically, no 
dramatist has as yet mounted on the legitimate stage although it begs for no less 
than such a treatment-when President McKinley fell down on his knees and, 
seeking Divine guidance, prayed for the insight and the grace that might help 
him decide, as President of the United States, what was to be done with the 
Philippines just then won as the prize for the Battle of Manila Bay. 
McKinley is quoted to have said, upon being told of Dewey's victory : 
I looked up their location on the globe. I could not have told where those 
darned islands were within 2,000 miles . 
Later, in conversation with a group of Methodist brothers, he is quoted 
to have said: 
... I sought counsel from all sides-Democrats as well as Republicans-but 
got little help. I thou ght first we would take only Manila; then Luzon; then other 
islands, perhaps, also, I walked the floor of the White House night after night until 
midnight ; and I am not ashamed to tell you, gentlemen, that I went down on my 
knees and prayed Almighty God for light and guidance more than one night. . 
And one night late it came to· me this way-1 don't know how it was, but 1t 
came: that we could not give them back to Spain- that would be cowardly and 
dishonorable; that we could not turn them over to France or Germany- our com-
mercial rivals in the Orient- that would be bad business and discreditable; that we 
could not leave them to themselves-they were unfit for self-government-and they 
would soon have anarchy and misrule over there worse than Spain's was; and that 
there was nothing left for us to do but take them all, and to educate the Filipinos, 
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and uplift and civilize and Christianize them, and by God's grace do the very best 
we could by them, as our fellowmen for whom Christ also died. And then I went 
to bed, and went to sleep and slept soundly. 
Aside from the fact that to "civilize" us is something that is a matter of 
opinion because we had a culture of our own even when Magellan was supposed 
to have "discovered" us in 1521, and as to "christianizing" us, it is not only a 
matter of opinion but of historical fact, because we were Christians before 
James town colony was founded sometime in 1607, and it was therefore evident 
that President McKinley needed a little "educating" himself on and about the 
Philippines. 
The reading I have been acquainted with has invariably used the fore-
going quotation as the beginning for a homily on American hypocrisy. I am 
afraid that that is too easy an interpretation although a convenient one-
especially if an interpretation intended to contribute to an anti-American feeling 
is desired, and there are many of us who might, and have, in fact, been willing 
to do just thaL Valid as that might be, other views and other interpretations 
are readily possible. 
But taking an objective view, cannot one also ask : What forces in 
American society vitiated, as it were, McKinley's aspirations for the Filipinos? 
What ideas have been operative? What means have been used to bring them 
off, and what counter-ideas have developed as a result? 
On the Philippine side, what tune was played out and which dancers, 
once upon the stage, earned the warmest applause? All these questions and 
many more need to be answered, and answered dispassionately. I am afraid 
that, so far, and at our level of self-consciousness, both as a nation and as 
individuals, we have been short on the answers and rather long on the passion. 
Or take the anti-clericalism spirit that so permeates the greater part of our 
recorded history. In textbook after textbook, this note is clear. In the class-
room and from the platform the cry is sounded. We build up an image of a 
clergy and their clerical corporations that have wallowed in the fat of the land, 
that have coopted the best places for themselves and, at the height of their 
influence, even political power itself. Yes, historical facts galore do not belie 
our claims. We speak .A the light of history falling clear here upon this image 
that we have constructed out of readily available and heavily documented data. 
And all that is truth, and it is good to tell the truth. 
And yet how true is the truth? I am not saying here that our historians 
have played us false . They have not. I am only asking the question, how true 
is their truth? With what pair of eyes was it seen? With what ink was it written? 
Our heroic Katipuneros (our patriots who rose in revolt against Spain) 
did not stop at signing their names in ink. They preferred dipping the pen in 
their own blood. Would the truth of their commitment to the movement for 
freedom been less had they had to write their names down in charcoal? So, 
then, the truth is sometimes better expressed in one form than in another. 
Likewise, it can be better seen from one vantage point than from the other. 
President Romulo, an advisor to the HISTORIAN, at a luncheon for 
the editor and his wife, last August at the University of the Philippines. 
The choice of form, and the choice of point of vantage are entirely a historian's 
responsibility, and the choices that he takes have their consequences. 
So, then, we have this note of anti-clericalism in our history books. Is it a 
detached voice speaking? Or is it an emotional, biased and resentful testimony? 
Each historian determines his tone and, writing as he does in freedom, must 
assume to be read likewise in freedom. The reader of history interprets the 
interpreter of history, too. And here, I submit, lies many a hidden, if subtle 
but impressive, irony. 
I, for one, have shared the effects of the histories that I have read as a 
boy; and looking back, it is not easy for me to pinpoint just how the criticism 
so alive in the air against clericalism added fire to my ambitions as a youth. 
I do know that in these our changing times it is difficult for a young mind to 
entertain the history of clericalism in our country without being confused by 
our fervently practised religious beliefs. I do know that from such a position 
a young mind can more comfortably move on to naturalism and from then on 
to atheism, and while I am not prepared-and I do not think anybody can be-
to produce a quick synthesis of the effects of such ideas on our moral life as a 
people, I do know that the effects are there. 
I have no intention of defending or castigating anti-clericalism as an atti-
tude, for it is my modest intention only to raise questions and provoke thought. 
I hold no brief for clericalism for I remember too well how my late father was 
one of those who fought and denounced it vigorously in his day . But I would 
like to ask: Is such an attitude, assuming that it permeates our rendering of 
Philippine history, a desirable moral attitude for our time? Is to promote a 
rupture in belief valid in a world in dire need of moral commitment that will 
help preserve humanity from the Atom Bomb? Is the heat of its espousal in 
proportion to the other moral issues of our day? Is to carry on an 18th century 
quarrel with the religious a sustaining force in creating a mature generation 
able to meet the moral problems of our time and in our country? 
These are not easy questions, and I believe our historians will have to 
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answer them, or some such questions as these, even before sitting down to write 
their histories. As a helper in the making of society, a historian has an oppor-
tunity not shared by many. Especially so, if he refuses to be a mere chronicler 
and takes upon himself instead the burden of analysis and interpretation of 
events. We often hear of the phrase "the judgment of history," and while this 
is not a judgment upon a historian or any school of historians, the writer of 
history, each in his own way, contributes to the formulations of that judgment. 
As regards our struggles in the Philippines for political freedom, no one 
can gainsay that the judgment of history has proved that the sacrifices of our 
heroes and patriots were not in vain. In the judgment of history, Bataan and 
Corregidor will remain as shrines of our will and love of freedom. With 
political independence in our hands, with our nationhood thrown in the midst 
of a world made smaller, as it were, by science, in a world the units of which 
have come into close interdependence and at the same time are pushed every 
inevitable minute into the threat of nuclear destruction-what might be the 
judgment of history? 
To raise now the problem of history and moral regeneration is, I believe, 
part of that judgment, however minute a part it might be. This is a testimony 
that something is awry about the rendering of our history. My own suspicion 
is that the moral vantage point has not been reached, than an angle of vision 
has not been achieved. If this were not so, we would not feel the need of 
talking about moral regeneration. What has happened, if I can manage to ma:ke 
this thesis more explicit, is that we have produced interpretations of our experi-
ence as a people largely from the political point of view. We can read about 
ourselves with pride as a people that have risen from the ignominy of oppres-
sion to the light and bracing air of freedom. Have we sought to understand 
what ideas made that freedom possible of aspiration even before we had it in 
our grasp? Have we established our indebtedness to the Europe of the 18th 
and 19th century where ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity raised the high 
hopes of my father's generation? 
Understandably, our people must be made to see our achievement toward 
freedom, and this our historians have done ably and well. This was one 
vantage point, a political point of view. But what have been the moral respon-
sibilities of the freedom, even in the course of our struggling for it? And what 
were the consequences, morally speaking, once it was attained? 
A moral reading of our experience, it seems to me is what today we are 
looking for. Could it be that in our political struggle for freedom, we played 
false with moral values that we hold dear? Our ideal historian might well answer 
this and similar questions. But if I may suggest a tack to follow, he might trace 
how certain ideas derived from Europe and America-from the divine right of 
kings, to democracy, to naturalism-had had their effect on our people. To be 
able to establish the traditional values of our people before the advent of our 
country of Spain, and then to pose these values against those that were brought 
over from Europe-and later those that had a peculiarly American context-this 
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is part of our ideal historian's task, and if done, we should be able to get an 
understanding of ourselves more illuminating than we now have. 
In any case, to think in this direction is to cast a verdict of irresponsible 
conservatism, if not feeble conformity, on the part of the parents who raised 
me into the person I have become. It is likewise to undermine family solidarity 
itself, to shake from its very foundations an institution we have greatly valued 
even in our pre-Christian past. To think in such a direction is to illegitimize 
many other time-honored ideals, and the inevitable next steps in this awful 
programme of denial of values is to pay homage to vegetable man, who was 
caused to be rather than was born; and further beyond, seeing history in the 
large, we would be led invariably to find the will to freedom, the very burden 
of our history as a people, in the order of natural phenomenon comprehensible 
in the same manner as water and light, rather than an aspiration steeped in 
nobility, honor and love-love of God and country and fellowmen . 
To create such an attitude as I have described is within the capacity of 
historians and interpreters of the work of historians. When we speak therefore 
of a study of history, we are forced to attend a rendering of men and their 
actions and the ideas that have brought them about, but also we are forced to 
ask from what vantage point and with what angle of vision such rendering is 
being given us . 
Given the facts of history as to men and events and ideas, but denied the 
moral values which a society holds dear-denied from a lack of moral desire, 
curiosity, or from sheer innocence of a historian's responsibility and the respon-
sibility of the teacher of history as well-we well might create that social order 
about which there is need to clamor for moral regeneration. 
The illusion that historians suffer from, to my mind, is that they can see 
order in the chaos of lived, day-to-day experience. And I call it illusion because 
what they see in the form of order is in reality their special and singular version 
of it. The central issue is, with what angle of vision do they see the events of 
history? With what lens do they scrutinize the historical facts? Interpretations 
of history cannot rise above their source, and their source is the ordering mind. 
But to experience the urge to order reality is to suffer a self-examination and 
an ·ordering of one's deepest beliefs, of one's profoundest convictions. To the 
extent that that ordering mind believes or disbelieves, in this or that manner 
of viewing reality, in this or that fountainhead of events, and more so in Man's 
ultimate destiny-to that extent and at that level we get an interpretation of 
reality. Man can only get a reading of history that he deserves. 
For my part, I can not go along with the idea that man's experience in 
society and in time is essentially rooted to his alleged apehood; for I cannot 
see how the heroes and martyrs of our past could have been mere biological 
accidents. There is an innate nobility in Man's character which is a breath of 
Grace rather than a breath of Nature. Were this not so, we would not have 
History as such, but only happenings, mere events, vicissitudes to an accident 
which some would call living. 
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Agriculture of Upper California 
A long lost account of farming in California 
as recorded by a Russian observer at Fort Ross in 1841. 
BY E. L. CHERNYKH 
NoTE: An alert professor at the University of H elsinki, Finland, whose 
name we do not know, is the indispen sible link in the chain reaction account-
ing for this article appearing in this journal. At the Univers ity Library, he 
found it in the 1841 volume of the Journal of Rural Economy ( see page 
opposite for title page) , and on the chance that someone might be interested 
sent a copy to Fort Ross. There it got attention from the California State 
Division of Beaches and Parks , which operates the Fort Ross State Historic 
Park . It was shown to us on a visit by A ssistant L. A. Cermak; w e publish 
this translation through the courtesy of the Division of Beaches and Parks 
and Allen W . Welts, State Park Historian . It is the current installment of 
T HE PACIFIC HISTORIAN Scrapbook - reprints of material of significance 
suggested by readers. 
E. L. C hernykh (also spelled T chernikh), the author, was educated at 
the Moscow AgriculturaL School, we learn from an editorial introduction. 
H e was stationed for ten years at Fort Ross as an agricultural expert, which 
is evidence of Russia's considerabl'e interest in its California outpost and 
helps account for M exico's fear of the Great Bear from Europe . C h ernykh, 
an employee of the Russo-American Company, sent this article as a report 
to the Imperial Society for Rural Economy, w hich had it published in the 
Journal , where it is cited as but one of several such re ports. 
Fort Ross was established in. 1812 to help sup ply food for th e Russo-
American Company's base at Sitka, A laska. As sea otters and fu r seals 
played out, Russian interest in their American holdings waned. Cap tain 
John A. Sutter, on whose propert )' at Co lom a gold would be fmmd in 1848, 
bought Fort Ross, December 12, 1841 -perhaps after th e filing of C h ern ykh 's 
not too sanguine report on its agricu lwral experiments. For $3 0 ,000 in 
produce and go ld, Sutter go t all moq1able property and oth er assets o f the 
Russian colon y. 
Many buildings were torn down, but a surprising mtmber have com e 
thnntgh the •viciss itudes of time and q1andalism. Today, Fort Ross is well-
restored, and a popular place t l'ith history-m ind ed v isitors driv ing along the 
coastline on California High way No. I .-EDITORS. 
A reproduction of a 
reproduction - but it 
shows how the 
article looked in its 
original form. 
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ON THE NORTHWESTERN COAST of America, between the Cape of St. Luke 
and the port of San Francisco, lies the blessed land, called California. It is 
divided into the Upper or New and the Lower or Old. The Upper California 
is the area between the ports of San Diego and San Francisco, and the Lower 
California the area between the port of San Diego and the Cape of St. Luke. 
Having the honor of serving in the colonies of the Russo-American 
Company, namely in settlement [Fort] Ross, I had become acquainted with 
the climate of the Upper California and with the economy of its inhabitants. 
In order to understand better the nature of agricultural work in the Upper 
California, it is necessary to learn the seasons of the year. The entire year 
I 
I 
Forr Ross as it looked in 1857, after dismantling by Capt. 
Sutter, of Sacramento, who in 1841 bought it from the Russians. 
here can be divided into the rainy and the rainless; the first is called winter, 
and the second summer. Rains begin in October and last until April; the 
first rain usually occurs in September, and the last in May. In April, May, 
and even in June occur passing rains but this happens seldom; the rainy 
season can be reckoned, as stated above, from October to April inclusive. 
After the first rains, there begins to appear green [vegetation], but the 
growth is slow, the reason being, in addition to the low sun, excessive mois-
ture, as well as strong and fairly cold northwestern winds. In February, 
all wild grasses begin noticeably to grow and some blossom while trees are 
budding. The greatest and the most varied number of flowers occurs in 
April and May. During the last days of May, wild grasses start to turn 
yellow and the soil dries out; in June most vegetation is already yellow. 
July, August, and September present an appearance similar to our winter: 
all springs and grasses dry up [from heat] including marshlands. The land 
hardens and cracks, particularly black soil and clay. On the hills and in 
open places the soil dries out faster and deeper than in the valleys and the 
low places not open to the wind and hence better able to retain moisture. 
White frost occurs from time to time from November to the middle 
of April, and sometimes later. 
There are two predominant winds: northwestern and southern; the 
former is the most usual and blows almost constantly from May to October, 
always bringing on clear weather; from time to time there occur prolonged 
rainy south winds. During the winter, southwestern and southeastern 
winds are strong and always bring on bad weather, but during the summer 
they are weak and produce fog. South winds during the winter blow with 
frequent powerful gusts. Eastern and western winds blow very seldom, 
sometimes only for a few hours, but with the greatest force. Northeastern 
wind comes from the land, mostly in the fall in September and October, 
and it is always very warm, up to 20 degrees [Reaumur scale]. In a few 
hours, this kind dries out not only the soil but also old, weathered buildings, 
and things made of wood. During this wind, the inhabitants suffer from 
cough and, not infrequently, from chest pains. Western wind, blowing 
directly from the ocean, brings on heavy black clouds with rain, and some-
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times with thunder and hail; it blows mostly in November, usually when 
the south wind changes into northwestern. Thunder occurs seldom. Here 
is a summary of thermometer observations made partly by myself personally, 
and partly under my supervision in 1837, 1838, 1839, and 1840. In 1837, 
the observations were Fahrenheit and converted into Reaumur scale, but 
the remaining years, are on Reaumur scale [freeze at zero, boil at so·]. 
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1837 
January 6.3 9.4 7.3 10 12 4 5 1 
February 6.2 10.0 6.5 4 4 8 12 1 1 
March 7.9 12.1 8.5 6 3 10 12 
April 8.7 13.0 9.3 4 3 10 13 
May 11.7 15.0 11.1 3 8 7 13 
June 12.7 14.2 10.8 1 5 4 20 
July 13.3 15.1 11.7 0 6 5 20 
August 13.1 15.9 11.6 0 4 2 25 
September 10.5 13.5 10.1 2 8 3 17 1 
October 8.8 11.5 8.8 4 3 4 20 
November 5.3 9.4 6.2 4 3 10 13 
December 6.2 9.4 7.1 18 .5 5 3 1 
9.2 12.3 8.8 56 64 72 173 4 1 
Annual Temperature 10.2 
1838 
January 4.64 9.70 5.51 4 3 3 21 
February 5.64 9.34 7.14 6 2 11 9 
March 6.09 10.67 6.83 7 7 3 14 
Apri l 7.60 11.13 7.46 9 4 5 12 
May 7.93 12.58 7.96 2 12 4 13 
June 8.96 13.96 9.10 1 11 5 13 
Ju ly 9.22 13.51 9.51 0 15 7 9 
August 8.77 13.87 9.87 0 11 2 18 
September 8.90 13.43 9.66 14 5 10 
Ocwber 8.16 13.74 8.90 1 5 3 22 
November 8.03 11.73 8.53 6 2 10 12 
December .5.67 9.87 6.38 12 5 7 7 
7.46 11.81 8.07 49 91 65 160 3 3 
Annual temperature 9.11 
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1839 
January 6.09 10.80 7.29 0 7 11 13 
February 7.21 11.57 8.17 2 3 9 4 
March 7.22 11.00 8.00 8 7 10 6 
April 7.00 10.90 7.93 10 6 8 6 1 
May 9.22 12.09 9.58 2 8 12 9 
June 10.43 13.76 10.58 0 8 13 9 
July 10.25 13.35 10.38 0 14 11 6 
August 11 .03 14.38 11.12 0 3 21 7 1 
September 8.50 12.93 8.76 1 5 21 3 
October 7.45 11.83 8.29 6 2 17 6 
November 6.10 10.66 6.86 1 2 21 6 
December 7.12 10.38 7.80 13 8 10 0 
8.13 11.97 8.73 43 73 164 85 3 1 
Annual temperature 9.61 
1840 
January 4.16 9.12 4.58 11 1 16 3 1 
February 3.03 9.41 4.56 8 4 16 1 1 2 
March 4.38 8.90 6.09 7 4 17 3 1 
April 6.36 10.93 6.86 2 2 10 16 1 
May 9.77 14.22 10.29 1 1 17 12 
June 10.53 14.20 10.16 0 6 19 5 
Ju ly 10.93 14.90 10.54 0 13 8 10 
August 10.32 13.35 10.22 0 12 13 6 
September 10.10 14.06 10.46 0 4 19 7 
October 8.93 12.51 9.09 1 4 19 7 
November 9.86 12.60 9.56 8 1 16 5 
December 6.83 10.42 7.51 2 4 17 8 
7,93 12.05 8.32 40 56 187 83 2 4 
Annual temperature 9.43 
(Temperature in Reaumur Degrees) 
NoTE I : The thermometer [Reaumur) was hung in the shade on the wooden 
wall , facing north and open to all winds, espec ially the prevailing NW. The 
disparity between the annual average temperature for 1837 and those for the 
other years arose from the different hours at which the observat ions were made . 
NoTE II : The observations were made at settleme nt [Forti Ross, at the 
immediate seashore. 
The difference between temperature at seasho re and tha t away from the 
sea was very significa nt : during the winter, when at Ross in the morning it 
would read 3-4 degrees R, at Rancho Chernykh, located so me 15 ve rs t in land, 
there wou ld be white frost with 1- 1 Vz degrees be low zero R. The farther in land, 
the co lde r ; in the su mmer the reverse is true - away from the ocean it i;; 
warmer. For exa mple, when at Ross the temperature is plus 18' R, at Ranch0 
Chernykh it is up to 22 degrees R and so forth. At the seashore, w hi te fwsr 
occ urs very se ldom, in N ovember and December on clear mornings, whi le awa,· 
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Although not being certain regarding the correctness of the barometer, 
nevertheless attach hereto a summary of barometric observations for 1838,/ 
1839, and 1840. The difference between the highest and the lowest baro-
metric readings in 1838 and 1839 was .9", and in 1840, .7". 
A recapiHLlation 
of Chernykh's data on 
weather conditions for 
three years noted 
by him at Fort Ross. 
Atryctrn:,: ... . 
c~unlllopb ... . 
(),;llJil':iph 0 •• • • 
] [;' !ll)pt. ... . .. .. 
~~l'E:I;';p~. 
The barometer was hung in the living room, which was never heated; 
the customary temperature in the room during summer was 11 to 12 degrees 
at noon. In the summer, it was mostly colder in the room than outside, 
in the open air: the room faced north and the rays of the sun never pene-
trated the room. 
Having acquainted ourselves with the temperature of Upper California, 
we can now turn to the economy of the inhabitants, Spanish Creoles. 
All the missions and ranches in California are situated on the sea 
coast and in the bays, especially the Bay of San Francisco. The sea coast 
is mountainous, frequently dissected by small but fertile valleys which are 
watered by clear springs. In the valleys and along the banks of the springs 
the soil is deep black earth, a silt occasionally mixed with clay. The banks 
!rom the sea white frosts occu r practica lly eve ry clea r and quiet morning. Durin~ 
rains, one can see the snow on the far away mountains, and then white frost 
becomes heavier. 
NaTE Ill: The highest temperature was as follows: in 1837 in Jul y and 
August; in 1838 on November 26 at 2 p.m., with warm ·NW wind , it was 22 
degrees R in the shade; in 1839 on June 29 at 2 p.m. it was 19 degrees R in 
the shade ; in 1840 on Jul y 21 at 2 p.m. it was 18 degrees R in the shad e. 
The lowest temperature was as follows : in 1837 November mornings; in 
1838 in Janua ry and February at 6 a.m. , plus 2 degrees R; in 1839 on Jan uary 19 
in the morning, plus 3 degrees R; in 1840 in February mornings it was plus 2. 
NoTE IV : The number of clear and cloudy days shows also [co rrespo nds to] 
the number of days with NW and somet imes NE winds; with S winds a re 
se ldom clear, mostly overcast, fog and rain. However, prolonged sou th ern windo 
no t infrequ en tly bring rain and fog from NW. 
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of rivers and streams are considered the most fertile. The soil on the 
mountains consists mostly of gravel and clay. The large local valleys, during 
the rainy season, are covered with water which forms lakes, and these dry 
up when the rains end. Along the sea coast, there are few valleys suitable 
for agriculture. 
In the mountains, in the gulleys, and sometimes on mountain tops, 
one sees huge trees: pines, firs, bay trees, oaks, madrone trees, etc. In general, 
California is not heavily forested, and Lower California, it is asserted, has 
no trees. Upper California, in some areas, has good forests. Vast, deep 
forests extend to the north of Bodega Bay. 
Of all the agricultural implements, only the plow is used here while 
the harrow is replaced with oak or madrone branches. 'The plow is archaic, 
extremely primitive: a curved small tree is selected and one end serves as 
a handle, and the other end is attached to an iron wedge measuring 8 to 12 
inches in length and about 3 to 4 inches in width at the top, while the lower 
end is a sharp peak. This plow is attached to the harness and yoke which 
is secured to the horns of two oxen. Plowing and harrowing here is done 
with oxen. although there are many horses; this must be attributed to custom 
and to the simplicity of the ox harness rather than to better efficiency. 
While plowing, the plowman holds the handle of the plow with his left 
hand, and uses his right hand for urging the oxen. Usually, two oxen are 
harnessed to the plow, but when breaking virgin soil, four or six oxen are 
used. The design of the plow shows that it does not turn over the soil but 
tears it. However, this plow cuts the soil pretty deeply - from 4 inches 
to 8 inches and more. 
Bread grains raised in California are, as follows: wheat, barley, peas, 
corn, beans, garbanzo beans [chick peas]. Vegetables are potatoes, water-
melons, pumpkins, melons, as well as pepper, green onions, garlic, tomatoes, 
and a few cabbages. In the past, under the control of the missions, there 
was cultivation of carrots, beets, and other vegetables, but now these are 
scarce. There are no cucumbers. 
The plants which are raised here can be classified into two groups: 
those capable to survive frost, and those not able to stand low temperature. 
The former include wheat, barley, oats, beans, garbanzo beans; the latter 
comprise Mexican beans, corn, watermeions, pumpkins, melons, onions. 
Potatoes belong to both categories. Mexican beans [frijoles] are the most 
sensitive to frost. 
In November, with the first rains, farmers begin to plow soil for the 
plants that can stand frost. In order to have fresh bread early, usually barley 
is planted first. 
For wheat and barley, the old land is plowed twice, but virgin land is 
plowed several times. The plowed soil is seeded at once; the seed is plowed 
in and then covered up by tree branches [harrowing]. Californians never 
allow freshly plowed land to remain "unfinished" for fear of evaporation. 
Baranof, first head of the 
Russo-American Company. 
Rezanoff, a romantic figure 
who helped organize it. 
Peas and garbanzo beans are planted in rows. Land for peas is plowed 
deeply and thoroughly several times over; afterwards trenches or furrows 
are made in the cultivated soil some two feet apart from each other. The 
plow is followed by the sower who drops 2 to 3 peas into the furrow every 
two feet. In order to space peas accurately, the sower drops them with 
each short step, but when planting garbanzo beans, the distance is about 
two steps. The larger the distance between planted garbanzo beans, the 
more plentiful is the harvest. 
I had not seen garbanzo in Russia; in appearance, the stem looks like 
a fern and has spurs on both sides which contain utricles with seeds. Gar-
banzo is very tasty and well liked in California. The sower, throwing the 
peas into the furrow, simultaneously very skillfully and rapidly pushes 
the soil over them with his right foot. 
Some farmers, immediately after sowing, harrow the land instead of 
using their feet to cover up the beans. Others, however, having covered up 
the peas while sowing, do not harrow until weeds make their appearance 
and until it is necessary to heap up the soil to the plants. Peas are planted 
in the winter, at the same time as wheat, and in the spring together with 
corn in order to have them fresh at any time. Spring-planted peas are 
m,1fe tender and sweeter than winter peas. 
The sowing of plants which tolerate frost usually continues until March 
1, after which farmers begin to prepare the soil for plants that do not stand 
The Orthodox C hapeL 
ar Fort Ross, resrored 
wirh m1Jch originaL 
lumber, is a favorite 
sj)Qt for the shutterbugs. 
frost - corn, frijoles, watermelons, etc. Planting of these takes place from 
April till June 6, especially if late rains occur. Not infrequently frosts 
come in May, and then the planted frij oles are almost surely killed, and 
the planting is done over again. I have noticed that light frost does not 
harm corn [maize) even though the leaves turn yellow. 
Corn, second to meat, constitutes the most typical food of Californians. 
For corn, the soil is plowed thoroughly severa l times, then the surface is 
levelled with heavy branches of oak or palm. If the soil has many solid 
large lumps, they are dealt with in this fashion: very heavy branches are 
dragged over the plowed soil so that the hard lumps are forced into the 
ground; each such lump absorbs the moisture of the soil and gradually 
softens and crumbles. It must be understood that such lumps can be 
forced down into the soil only if soil has been well prepared a nd, most 
importantly, deeply plowed. After levelling the surface of soil fo r co rn, 
shallow furrows, about 3", are plowed, some two steps apart from each other; 
then in each furrow, about the same distance apart, 2 to 4 corn seeds are 
planted together, so that, if a half of planting fail s to grow, still a nother 
one half will remain. 
If the soil for corn is dry, the seed corn is soaked in water before 
planting, otherwise corn is planted dry. When corn comes up and grows 
about 6" tall, the worst of the plants are pulled out. Only the healthiest, 
most reliable plants, two in each place, are left in the soil. At the same 
time, on both sides of the corn stalk appear from the ground offshoots, 
called here "baby corn." If only one corn stalk remains in the ground, then 
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one or two of the baby corn is left to grow, otherwise all baby corn is pulled 
out. In general, the fewer stalks left together, and the larger the distance 
between them, the richer is the harvest and the larger are the grains. The 
root of corn does not grow deeply into the ground, but spreads out; for 
that reason large space is allowed between the plants. 
After this operation, consisting of destroying the excess plants, the 
soil around com stalks is loosened up and heaped around the plants. Some 
farmers use hand tools for the purpose if the area is not very large, while 
others plow between the rows of corn and use the plow to heap the soil 
around the stalks if the planted area is large. After this, corn grows notice-
ably faster. The soil is heaped up against the stalks for the second time 
when the plants begin to flower. In this case, good farmers first rake away 
the top dry soil, then put fresh moist below-surface soil around the plants 
and place the dry soil on top. This action serves as watering. 
Sometimes one n,1tice~ that some stalks of corn are yellowish, sickly, 
and growing poorly on good soil; this can be helped by removing dry soil 
from the plant and heaping up against it fresh, moist soil from under the 
~urface; tw,, day~ later one can not recogmze the sick plant: it turns green 
and alive. 
Irrigation i~ w;ed f,,r corn only on sandy and rocky land; on all other 
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ground it is replaced by deep plowing. In California, deep plowing is the 
primary requirement for well prepared soil. During the winter when some-
times heavy rains continue several weeks without a break, deep plowing 
safeguards the soil from washouts which would be unavoidable on shallowly 
plowed soils. In the summer, when constantly clear weather is only occa-
sionally interrupted by sea fogs, with temperatures of 12 to 25 degrees 
Reaumur, deeply plowed soil serves as the store of moisture during 4 to 5 
months without rain. 
Deeply plowed soil is remarkably capable of retaining moisture: in 
May, June, July, and August all wild grasses dry up; unprepared land dries 
to the depth of 2 to 21/z feet. But just dig up some deeply plowed ground, 
and it will surprise you to see that dry soil is only 1 to 2 inches deep from 
the surface. When dew falls on such surface and moistens it, it combines 
with the moisture contained in the soil, and thus replaces irrigation. It is 
difficult to believe, unless you experience it, how greatly beneficial deep 
plowing is. Farmers always try to plant and seed those plants which can 
not stand frosts after the rainy season so that after the planting often no 
rainfall occurs (that is the desire of the farmers) because following rain the 
soil surface dries and hardens. I repeat that irrigation here is used seldom 
despite the fact that there is no rain during five months, which is to say 
that annual drought lasts five months. Thorough preparation of the ground 
and particularly deep plowing here take place of irrigation. 
Soil around corn stalks is loosened and heaped up around them only 
twice, but occasionally three times if the soil is poorly prepared. In a hot 
summer, corn here ripens in August; in a cold, foggy summer it ripens 
in September so that rains catch it still in the field, as for example in 1839. 
The ripeness of corn cobs is easily judged by anyone engaged in raising it, 
so that it is unnecessary to discuss that. 
On one stalk of corn there are sometimes up to six cobs, but usually 
two to four. When corn is ripe, the cobs are broken off but the s.talk itself 
is left standing in the field, not being put to any use; sometimes corn stalks 
are used for building wigwams; the pith contained in the corn stalk is very 
sweet and is a favorite tidbit of children and Indians; corn straw is readily 
eaten by cattle; it rots slowly, particularly the roots. 
The harvested corn cobs are dried in the sun. For this purpose, they 
are either hung on poles and tied together with the husks which cover the 
grains or simply laid out on level ground. Later, for lack of storage barns, 
corn cobs are put away in the attic, first removing the above mentioned 
husks.l When dry, if intended for sale, the cobs are threshed with sticks; 
for domestic use corn is kept on the cob. For seed corn, the lower half of 
1 Original Ediwr's Note: These husks or leaves are widely used in California; ctH 
in large square pieces they serve as wrappers for cut tobacco for smoking. It ts 
asserted that these "papelites" are better for smoking than paper. 
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the cob is preferred. Seed corn is separated from the cob by hand in order 
to avoid damage, which is done easily when corn is completely ripe and 
well dried. 
Frijole. This name is given in California to all beans, but the yellow 
beans are cultivated predominantly. They constitute the favorite food of 
Californians. After preparing the ground properly, the farmer plows shallow 
furrows, about 2 to 4 feet apart; then two or three grains are put in each 
spot, the spots being 3lfz feet from each other in the furrow. The sower, 
throwing the grains covers them up with loose soil, using the foot. Some time 
later, before frijoles sprout but after weeds start growing, the soil is harrowed. 
During the growing season, the soil between the rows of frijoles is harrowed 
and heaped up against the plants. This has an important influence on the 
harvest. 
When frijoles grow from the ground, they spread long branches covered 
with pods in all directions; these branches cover the whole ground and keep 
it in shade despite the fact that frijoles are planted far apart. The roots 
go deeply into the soil, and therefore the ground ' should be plowed deeply. 
The main inconvenience of cultivating frijoles is the harvest: the pods 
ripen not at the same time; some of them are ready while others are just 
developing. If planting is not large, the pods are harvested whenever ripe 
and the green ones remain until ready. If, however, the planted area is 
large, then harvest is delayed until most pods are matured at which time 
all frijole plants are pulled by the root and left in the field to dry. Afterwards, 
all of them are taken to the threshing ground. 
Potatoes are planted in small quantities; mostly each farmer plants only 
for his own use. In most cases, the red potatoes are cultivated which yield 
more and larger than the white potatoes, although red potatoes are said 
to be less tasty than the latter. Potatoes do excellently; I often saw here a 
round red potato some 6 inches in diameter, and it was not any special kind 
but the ordinary red. 
In prepared ground potatoes are planted either in plowed furrows or 
in holes made with a spade. Furrows and holes, in which potatoes are 
planted, are spaced some 5 to 7 feet apart. For planting potatoes are cut 
in two, and both halves are put in the same spot. When potato plants 
are in flower, the greens are cut off 6 to 8 inches from the ground, and the 
soil is heaped up against the plants. Potatoes do not get any special care; 
the main thing is to have plenty of loose soil around the roots. 
Watermelons, melons, pumpkins: For these plants the ground is prepared 
most thoroughly, removing all roots and lumps; then shallow furrows are 
made some 2 to 3 steps apart, and about the same distance apart; 3 to 5 
watermelon and melon seeds are planted together. For pumpkins, the 
distances are larger: 3 to 4 steps, and 2 to 4 seeds are planted in the same 
spot. When the young plants appear, only two of the best are left in the 
ground while the rest are pulled out. During the growing season, the plants 
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are watched lest they be smothered by weeds, and to keep the soil around 
the roots loose and moist. Nothing else is done. 
Watermelons and melons here grow extremely large but the former 
do not have the same good taste as our European ones. I had an opportunity 
to receive some seeds from Astrakhan: the first year crop of watermelons 
was excellent; the second year, worse; and the third year they have changed 
so that could not be told from the native watermelons. 
Bulbous onions and cayenne peppers are widely used. First, the seedlings 
are started in January and February after the full moon, 2 later when frosts 
are not expected, the seedlings are planted out in the ground where they 
will produce harvest. 
When onion seedlings are set out, the roots are torn off about one inch 
from the bulb; the feather, or green part, is also torn off about one half of 
the length, and planting is shallow. Shallow planted onions produce larger 
heads, assuming, of course, that the soil is porous and well irrigated. Onions 
belong to the kind of plants which require frequent watering; after trans-
planting they recover rapidly. During the growing period, the work consists 
of weeding, irrigating, and loosening the soil around the roots. Sandy loam 
is considered best for onions for the ease of irrigation. When the bulbs are 
completely developed, the feathers fall off by themselves; at this time the 
soil is tamped down, so that the roots can bring sap only to the heads. 
I have fairly often seen onion heads measuring about 5 inches in diameter. 
The length of ripening of bread plants is practically the same as with 
our Russian plants. The earliest of all bread plants is barley - about June 
20 to July 1; wheat and peas - July 10 to 20; garbanzo beans - in August; 
watermelons, melons, pumpkins, onions, cayenne pepper - the very end 
of August and later, generally depending on the degree of warmth during 
the preceding months. 
Reaping is done with sickles; for easier threshing only the ears are 
usually cut off the bread plants. The straw remains in the field and is 
burned or used by cattle. The harvested eats are carted to the threshing 
ground in large clumsy wagons; these wagons are called here "can·ets", the 
wheels being nothing but crosscuts of large whole logs. 
Threshing is one with horses. For this purpose, threshing grounds are 
made of two kinds: earth and stone. 3 
For earthen ground a smooth level place is selected on clay soil; it is 
surrounded by fence, and during the winter cattle is herded there so that 
2 Original Editor's Note: With the Californians, the moon plays an important role, 
especially for planting onions, watermelons, pumpkins, melons, potatoes, etc. 
It is claimed that onions planted during the new moon would never have bulbs, 
as compared with onions planted during the full moon or afterwards; many of 
plants se t out and trees grafted at the new moon will die and grafts wtll do 
poorly and so forth. Similarly, the gelding of bulls, stallions, roosters, etc. 1s done 
always after the full moon. 
3 Original Editor's Note: wooden threshing grounds se"m to be in us" only ar Ros.<. 
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the surface is tramped down and leveled. When rains end and weather 
becomes hot, such a place on clay soil gets as hard as rock. For a stone 
threshing ground, a level place, is likewise selected; the floor and the walls 
are made of brick or flat stones. The diameter of threshing grounds depends 
on the amount of bread plants and the number of horses, varying from 56 
to 84 feet. A tall pole is sometimes placed in the center of the ground. 
Into the ground, so constructed, the harvested plants are brough~ and either 
are scattered over the entire ground some 4 to 5 feet high, or are put up 
in the shape of a haystack in the center, around the pole, leaving between 
the sides of the stack and the walls of the ground a small space perhaps 
10 feet for the horses to run in. Having laid down the bread plants in such 
manner, the farmers drive into the enclosure from 50 to 180 horses, depending 
upon the size of the area. 
If the harvest is scattered over the whole ground, the horses sink into 
the plants until the plants are tramped down; for an hour or hour and a 
half are driven with long whips in order to keep them in constant motion, 
knocking the grain out of the plant heads. Then the horses are herded 
out while the plants are turned over and the horses again driven in, and 
so on. When it is observed that the grain is separated from the straw, the 
top layer is carefully removed and thrown away. The entire lot of the 
harvested plants is thus turned over several times and the horses driven in 
and out until all the plants on the ground are pretty well shredded. By 
sifting the shreds, the clean grain is obtained. The poor animals, jumping 
around in the crowded enclosure get injured, pregnant mares often abort 
and sometimes die. 
Under this method of threshing, in order to finish 1,000 sheaves per 
day, it is necessary to use 100 to 200 horses and 20 to 25 Indians who take 
turns to drive the horses. The Indians hop around in the area with the 
horses and keep repeating in a plaintive refrain two words: Evva, camya; 
<'V~ 1a, camya' 
The second method of threshing is preferable to the first. The stack 
.around the pole of bread plants is gradually lowered to the ground by a 
man who is sea ted on the top; it is thus easier for the horses to thresh out 
the thinner layers. It is claimed that by this method 8 to 10 m e n and 
150 horses can produce over 1,000 pud of wheat grain per day. [One pud, 
llr 40 Russian pounds, equals to 36.11 British pounds.] In this case, it is 
unnecessary to keep turning the plants over as in the former method, and 
thu~ it is not needed to have so many men. 
Despite the inadequacy of threshing grain with horses, the method 
deserves attention because of its speed, particularly for threshing hard wheat. 
The above described threshing grounds are to be found only at Missions 
and in well-to-do households handling large harvests. The poorer farmers 
have small threshing grounds in which they work the grain using domesticated 
saddle horses. For threshing the farmers always use droves of mares which 
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are kept grazing separately and are practically never used for saddle; their 
entire use is restricted to threshing. Grain, threshed by horses, contains 
many impurities, and many grains are damaged. 
The volume of planting bread plants is generally insignificant. Each 
rancher plants mostly for his own consumption unless he has in mind a 
profitable sale. 
It is also difficult to determine accurately the volume of harvest. No 
Californian will declare his true harvest: if he is selling bread [grain), he 
complains of poor harvest, and if he is not selling, then he exaggerates the 
harvest out of vanity. In spite of my earnest desire, I have been unable 
up to now to obtain any information regarding planting and harvesting of 
various grains in Upper California during the last recent years. Instead, 
lllJICCilt. 
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I take the liberty to abstract from the Travels of V. M. Golovnin the infor-
mation about the planting and harvesting in 1818 of various grains in Upper 
California. 4 It may be seen from this tabulation that wheat harvest is 
about 14h fold; barley, 13lfz fold; maize, 149 fold; beans, 21 fold; peas 
29 fold; oats, 29 fold. 
The highest wheat harvest was 50 fold in Santa Cruz, and 49 fold in 
San Jose. The highest harvest of barley was 33 fold in Mission P urissima; 
maize 466 fold in Santa Cruz; peas 400 fold in Santa Cruz; beans 104 fold 
in San Antonio, 100 fold in Mission Santa Inez; oats 45 fold in Mission San 
Francisco. 
Missions San Jose and Santa Cruz even now are considered the most 
fertile. 
Such was the harvest twenty-two years ago when the Indians worked, 
so to speak, under the club for the Missioners. Now, however, after the 
downfall of the Missions' power, each Californian owns the land assigned 
to him, and works it for himself; and therefore harvests could be more 
plentiful than before. (The Spanish Californians call themselves Rasones, 
or Hombres de rason, i.e. reasonable men, while the wild Indians are called 
gentiles.) 
In fact, now one frequently hears of a wheat harvest 60 to 100 fold, and 
maize harvest of 100 to 500 fold. It is understood of course that such 
harvest happens in a good year and for good farmers. The usual wheat 
harvest can be safely estimated between 10 fold and 70 fold. The good 
farmers here are the old settlers, Spaniards who immigrated from Europe 
and from Mexico. The latest generation pays little attention to agriculture. 
The primary cause of low harvests in Upper California is rot which 
annually damages wheat, and grasshoppers which devour from time to time 
wheat, frijoles, and other grains still standing in the field. In July and 
August, Indians burning straw in the field occasionally set fire destroying 
not only the planted wheat but also all wild plants so that animals find 
no feed for themselves. Such accidental fires occur every year. It also happens 
that on rich soils wheat overgrows, falls over and begins to rot; however, 
this occurs seldom because there is no rain during and after the ripening 
of the grain. 
How many grains are planted to a given area of land? This question 
can not be answered satisfactorily by any local farmer. It should be noted 
that grains here are planted far apart from each other so that when the 
ground is covered with growing wheat, one can walk through the field 
without stepping on the plants. It is estimated that one desiatina [2.7 acres] 
takes not more than 4 to 6 pud of seed wheat. Some farmers plant wheat 
by hand in furrows made by plow, and produce the best harvest. One is 
naturally curious to know by what system California farmers produce 
4 Travels Around the World in the Nat,al Sloop "Kamchatka" in 1817, 1818, and 
1819 by Navy Captain Golovnin, part I; addenda p. XVIIl, table B. 
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plentiful harvests. Should you ask a Californian about it, he will fail to 
understand the question: these fortunate people have not yet come to the 
proper time to discuss the systems of agriculture. Maybe their distant 
descendants will be able to answer the posed question. 
In California the very same. land is planted until the weeds . take over, 
and still the harvest is always excellent. When the weeds become too strong, 
the land is used for grazing if another piece of land is available for planting. 
If not, the weed infested field is used for crops requiring frequent plowing 
between the rows: maize, frijoles, peas, garbanzo beans, etc. Weeds among 
these plants are destroyed: during the summer the soil is plowed several 
times and heaped up against the plants. This is somewhat like crop rotation. 
It is said that in California the very same piece of land is planted 
several years in a row: not two or three years and then fallow. No, the 
same land is planted 5 to 10 years and longer, the very same wheat, and 
yet they always get excellent harvest unless something unusual happens 
harmful for vegetation. Furthermore, the field is never fertilized. 
One would think that there was hardly enough time (between harvests) 
for humus 5 to develop in the blacksoil to yield so many harvests. 
But this can be easily explained: one should only recall that, at the 
local annual temperature, humus forms in the blacksoil without interruption 
through the year. Therefore, the local blacksoil serves as an inexhaustible 
store of food for plants. This is what happens in fact. 
The main sales of wheat from California up to now went to our Ameri-
can colonies [Alaska] which bought annually 3 to 4 thousand fanegas of 
wheat; the remaining wheat the local farmers convert into flour and sell it 
to the American merchants who ship it to Lower California where the 
shortage of water, heat, and frequent droughts are unfavorable for agriculture. 
Mexico, having become independent, has permitted anybody and every-
body to settle in California on granted land; it was required only to accept 
a subject of the Mexican Republic and to become a Catholic. The latter 
requirement, however, now receives less attention. This freedom of settle-
ment attracted here many Americans, Irish, some Germans and Frenchmen. 
Each settler is given some land, two leagues long and one league wide. 
(One league equals 1,986 3/4 Russian sajen. One sajen is seven feet.) He 
who has money can obtain more land. This land is called a rancho. Each 
rancho owner, ranchero, has the right to use the land for any profitable 
purpose: bread grains and other plants, fruit trees, various farm animals. 
As the number of ranchos increased, it became possible to obtain bread 
otherwise than from the missionaries, which has led to declining prices on 
bread. It is unlikely that the volume of planting increased with the number 
of ranchos; on the contrary, the total volume must have declined. The 
Missions which used to plant 100 to 300 fanegas, now sow next to nothing 
because all Indians, who were proclaimed free men, left the Missions and 
s Author's note: the lectures of Prof. S. H. Pavlov, vol. 11, pp. 12 on. 
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are now engaged in horse thieving: they drive droves of horses away from 
the "reasonable men" and plunder. 
The increasing number of ranchos destroyed only the monopoly of 
the missionaries, reviving trade in bread and bringing benefits to all in-
habitants of the country. Formerly, when bread was sown and sold a lmost 
entire ly by the missionaries a lone, wheat sold for 3 to 4 Spanish piastres 
per fan ega, later on for 2 piastres, and during the recent years, namely since 
1838, the price constantl y changed and fina lly stood at 1112 piastres per 
fanega. 
At this price, many ranchos, especia ll y those better off, refused to 
sow bread for sale. To be sure, 1l/z piastres per fanega of wheat, i.e. 2 rubles 
per pud, is a pretty high price, judging by plentifu l harvests, but the handling 
of bread, that is reaping and threshing, costs very much because of the 
shortage of men. Indians can be induced vo luntarily to work for high pay, 
one piastre per day (5 rubles), and despite all that, the Indians wi ll run 
away on account of the least displeasure or urging. 
It happens often that the owner, having lost hope to find workers for 
harvest, wou ld take off whatever bread he needs for himse lf and leave the 
rest in the field. Often the ranchero would offer you a fie ld fu ll of exce ll ent 
wheat to harvest if you would give one half to him. 
Orchard keeping in California is used on a small sca le. Small orchards 
of fruit-bearing trees and vineyards are found on ly in the Missions. When 
the orchards were owned by the missionaries, they were kept in good order; 
but now, under admin istrators (managers), everything is gone wild and, 
in p laces, destroyed. When private persons have orchards and vineyards, 
they are so insignificant as to deserve no attention. 
The fruits which grow to considerable size are: apples, pears, peaches, 
apricots, q uince, plums, etc. In general, fru its are coarse. Blue grapes are 
cultivated and yield good harvest and good taste. Vine slips are stuck into 
the ground, and some of them bear fruit in 3 to 4 years. Loca l grapes make 
good wine, but in small quantities and does not keep well. 
Wild grapes are found in large vo lume along the banks of rivers and 
streams; the vines climb up the trees to considerable height. 
In this year, 1841, the loca l produce prices were, as fo llows: 
Piastre Reals 
1 fan ega of wheat 4 
1 barley 
1 frijo les 2 4 
maize 2 
peas 2 
garbanzo 2 4 
aroba wheat flour (28 Russian pounds) 1112-2 4 
butter (from cow milk) 12 4 
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1 aroba dried meat 
1 , lard, pork 
1 Monteka (beet suet) 
1 , soap, California - made 
1 , onions 
1 apples 
1 steer, large (12-20 pud) 
1 hide, cattle, raw 
1 , tanned 
1 , , roebuck, raw 
1 , , goat, raw 
1 horse, common 
1 hire per day 
























Prices on local products change very seldom because of little change 
in quality and variety, as well as of demand. If one should buy the above 
mentioned things through barter, then the prices are considerably cheaper, 
especially, if bought on the ranchos. 
Because ot population scarcity, there are up to now no ranchos inland. 
Fear of Indian attacks forces the Californians to settle close to each other. 
In 1839, the first attempt was made to establish settlement on the Sacramento 
river which falls into San Francisco Bay. Sutter, a Swiss retired captain of 
the French service, together with several hired Hawaiians and Americans, 
settled on the above named river, the location being known as New Helvetia. 
It seems that the settlement has been established according to the wishes 
of Hudson's Bay Company whose active exploring parties constantly move 
around in all directions to the south of the Columbia River, and now they 
have frequent contacts with Sutter. 
It is regrettable that this blessed country, California, raising happy-go-
lucky people, is so sparsely populated. Lack of authority existing here under 
the guise of republic, and unreasonably high prices on all goods, due to high 
tariffs, frightens any prudent man away from deciding to settle here. Yet 
in spite of everything, many poor Irish, English, and Americans have found 
their fortune in California, and many, many more unfortunates will find 
their happiness here also. 
1841, 12 January 
Rancho Chernykh 
Member of the Society, E. CHERNYKH 
Russian American Company 
in Upper Cal ifornia 
The Twentieth Annual 
California History Institute 
UNIVERSITY OF THE P ACIFIC, STOCKTON , CALIFORNIA 
March 17 and 18, 1967 
Theme: Ethn ic ContTibutions to Californ ia HistoTy and Culture 
People from near ly every nation of the earth still mingl e in a 
polyp.lot conglo m eration. In the clark and grotesque al leyways of C hin a-
towns in San Francisco, Los Ange les, and small er citi es li ve the C hinese, 
descendants of pioneers w ho came in th e Gold Rush. The Japanese 
are found in Los Ange les' "Littl e Tokyo," and in smal 'l towns and 
farm s in south ern C alifo rnia. In Im perial Va ll ey, in Los Ange les and 
its suturbs thousands of 1v!ex ica n fi e ld wor kers li ve in rude shacks . 
Th e short brown men of the Philippine Islands gather in employment 
agencies and shabby rooming houses of th e big citi es. The vineyards 
aro und Sa nta Rosa and Napa, th e fi shing fl ee ts of the seaports , the 
sh,•ps uf Sa n Francisco's North Beach give empl oyment to the Ita lians. 
On t he dairy farms of Alameda County li ve th e Portuguese; in th e 
lum ber tLlWns of the northern coast , the Sca ndinavians. In the big 
citi es are co lo ni es of Russians, Germans, French, and people o f eve ry 
Llther nation in Europe. Negm es li ve in the Central Avenue distr ict 
,1f L<lS Ange les and the West End of Oakland - railroad porters and 
waiters, domestics and bootblacks, entertainers, and businessm e n . 
The people differ in m L1 re than t heir place of or igin . Their li ves 
ha,·e been shaped by t he parts of th e State in w hich they have settl ed. 
- C ·\LIF(ll< , 1.1: A C rud e to the Golde n .SuHt! 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 17 
8:00 THE \XIESTERNERS FouNDATION ANNUAL MEETING 
Breakfast and Business Meeting (members only) 
At: Anderson Dining Hall 
Presiding: Philip A. Danielson, Director 
8:30 INSTITUTE REGISTRATION (continuing till 6:00 jJ . m.) 
Registrar: Mrs. Helen Harney 
At: Gold Room, Anderson Social Hall {fee $2.00) 
9:00 CALIFORNIA HISTORY FouNDATION, Board of Sponsors' 
Annual Meeting 
At: Stuart Library of Western Americana (hving Mar-
tin Library Building) 
Presiding: Dr. Robert E. Burns, President of the Founda-
tion and of the University of the Pacific 
"Twenty Yems of Coopemtion:" 
Dr. Malcom H. Moule, Chairman of Department of 
History, University of the Pacific 
"Over My Shoulder:" 
Mr. R. R. Stuart, Former Director of the California 
History Foundation, Honorary Director of the 1967 
Institute 
"Two Exciting Years: A Report" 
Dr. Leland D. Case, Director of the California History 
Foundation 
RefJorts of Committees 
10:00 CoNFERENCE oF CALIFORNIA HisTORICAL SociETIES, 
Board of Directors' Spring Meeting 
At: Regents' Room, Burns Tower 
Presiding: President Edwin Gledh ill , of Santa Barbara 
12:00 INSTITUTE KEYNOTE LUNCHEON ($2.00) 
At: President's Dining Room, Anderson Hall 
Presiding: Dr. R. Coke \'\lood, Executive Secretary of the 
Conference of California Historical Societies 
Jn ,vocation: Dr. Lawrence Meredith, Chaplain of the 
University of the Pacific 
Presentution: Memorial Resolution of the California 
State Senate honoring the late Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, 
first Director of the Ca lifornia History Institute 
Most events 
will be held in 
Anderson Hall, 222 
on this campus diagram. 
Senator Alan Short, of Stockton 
Mr. Hal Altman, of Sacramento, Regional Vice Presi-
dent of the Conference of California Historical 
Societies 
Address: "Twenty Years at Work on a Foundation" 
President Robert E. Burns, Founder of the California 
History Foundation 
2:30 SPECIAL INSTITUTE SESSION: Indian Arts and Crafts 
At: Pioneer Museum and Haggin Art Galleries, Pershing 
Avenue at Victory Park 
Presiding: Mrs. Janet Goodrum, of Sacramento, Director 
and Curator of the Dunlap Foundation's Indian 
Collections 
Address: "Welcome Amerinds and Other Americans" 
Director Stephen B. Gyermek of the Haggin Art 
Galleries 
Address: "We, Indians of California" 
Mrs. Marie Potts, native Maidu, lecturer on Indian 
Arts and Crafts 
Address: "Why Indians Dance" 
Mr. Jack Dyson of the California State Department 
of Beaches and Parks 
"Thirt)'-one Portraits of American Indians" 
Special showing of watercolors by Mr. Joseph Scheu-
erle(1873-1947) through courtesy of his widow and 
daughter, Mrs. W. J. Grierson 
3:30 Conducted Tour of Haggin Galleries - including the 
Indian Arts and Crafts Exhibit 
4:00 RecePtion and Tea - Courtesy of Junior Women's 
Group of the Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, 
the Board of Trustees, and the President, Mrs. Erma 
C. Robinson 
6:30 ANNUAL INSTITUTE AND FouNDATION BANQUET 
(Venison roast- $3.50) 
At: Callison College Dining Hall 
Pr,esiding: Dr. Robert E. Burns, President of the Uni-
versity of the Pacific and of the California History 
Foundation 
Invocation: Reverend John McGloin, S.J. 
Address: "Singing Across the Land" 
Mr. Sam Hinton, Assistant Director of Office of 
Relations with Schools, University of California at 
San Diego (self-accomjxmied on guitar and har-
monica) 
Book and Print Auction (proceeds to California History 
Foundation to buy books for Stuart Library) 
Conducted by Mr. Michael Canlis, Sheriff of San Joa-
quin County, and Mr. Hugh Hayes, both "Cowpokes" 
of the Stockton Corral of the Westerners 
SATURDAY, MARCH 18 
7:30 INSTITUTE REGISTRATION (continuing till noon) 
( :45 JEDEDIAH SMITH SOCIETY'S TENTH ANNUAL BREAKFAST 
At: Callison College Dining Hall 
Presiding: Hon. Warren H. Atherton, former National 
Commander of American Legion, President of the 
Jedediah Smith Society 
Invocation: Dr. Larry Jackson, Provost of Callison Col-
lege, of the University of the Pacific 
Tall<: "Jedediah's Brother Ira, Constable at Sacramento" 
Mrs. Stella D. Hare, of Denver, genealogist 
Address: "On the Biographical Trail of Jedediah Smith" 
Dale L. Morgan, Honorary Life Member of the Jede-
diah Smith Society, author of ]edediah Smith and 
the Opening of the West, Research Associate of 
Bancroft Library of the University of California at 
Berkeley 
Reports on Projects: 
Marking Smith's Trails in Sierras and Mohave Desert 
Commemorative Postage Stamp 
Publication of the Smith Family Genealogy 
Election to Hall of Fame 
Announcement: The 1967 Award of the Order of the 
Always Meagre but Ever Eager Beaver 
Business Meeting: Election of Officers and announce; 
ments concerning the Tenth Annual Fall Rendezvous 
at Micke's Grove, Stockton, October 7, 1967 
9:00 INSTITUTE SESSION ON ETHNIC GROUPS 
At: Anderson Lecture Hall 
Presiding: Herbert D. Gwinn, of Sacramento, Consultant 
in Secondary Education (Social Sciences), California 
State Department of Education 
Address: "California - A Mosaic of Cultures" 
Dr. Hector H. Lee, Executive Vice President of the 
California Folklore Society and Dean of the College, 
Sonoma State College 
10:00 Intermission for coffee break and examination of exhibits 
"Thirty;one Portraits of American Indians" 
Special showing of watercolors by Mr. Joseph Scheu; 
erle (187 3; 194 7), distinguished German; American 
portraitist, by courtesy of his widow and his daugh; 
ter, Mrs. W. J. Grierson 
"Ol<ei;San ( 1852;71) - First Japanese Maiden in Cali; 
fornia" 
Exhibition by Mrs. Fern R. Sayre and Mr. Soichi 
Nakatani of documents, photographs, memorablia, 
and a portrait depicting Okei whose grave at Gold 
Hill (Coloma) has become an official California 
Landmark and a Japanese Shrine 
10:30 Four Simultaneous Symposia: "Eddies in the Main 
Stream" (ten minute [Jresentations by each panelist, 
followed by discussion) 
I. Armenian, East Indian, lew, and Negro 
Moderator: Dr. Berndt L. Kolker, Provost of 
Raymond College, University of the Pacific 
Panelists: 
Mr. Ara Zovickian, District Manager of the 
U. S. Social Security Office, Stockton 
Dr. Harold S. Jacoby, Professor of Sociology 
and Dean of the College of the Pacific 
Dr. Bernard Rosenberg, Rabbi of Temple Is-
rael, Stockton 
Mr. William Dobson, attorney, member of the 
Stockton Unified School District Board 
II. Italian, Mexican, Portugese, and SjJanish 
Moderator: Dr. Arthur J. Cullen, Provost of El-
bert Covell College of the University of the 
Pacific 
Panelists: 
Mr. Bruno Dentino, of Stockton, Engineer in 
the California State Division of Highways 
Mr. Carlos Esqueda, of Stockton, Principal of 
Taylor School and member of the Board of 
the California Teachers' Association 
Professor August Mark Vaz, Instructor in San 
Leandro High School, author of The Portu-
gese in Americo 
Dr. Walter A. Payne, Director of Graduate 
Program in Inter-American Studies, Univer-
sity of the Pacific 
III. Chinese, FllijJ lno, Hawallcm, cmd ]cljJanese 
Moderator: Mrs. Fay Goleman, Professor of Edu-
cation, University of the Pacific 
Panelists: 
Reverend Wilbur Choy, Pastor of Oak Park 
Methodist Church of Sacramento and Chap-
lain of the California State Senate 
Mr. Jose Alba, President of the Filipino Com-
munity of Stockton 
Mr. Charles W. Keno, of Honolulu, native 
Hawaiian historian 
Mr. Henry Taketa, of Sacramento, attorney 
IV. Basque, English, French, and German 
Moderator: Dr. Georges De Bone, Professor of 
the Humanities, Raymond College, University 
of the Pacific 
Panelists: 
Mr. Louis Arbios, of Stockton, attorney, Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Central Valley Wool 
Growers Association 
Mr. Don Inch Segerstrom, of Sonora, collector 
of "Cousin Jack" lore, former publisher of 
The Union Democrat, mining corporation 
executive 
Professor Alain Ginet, Fullbright Scholar, In-
structor in French, University of the Pacific 
Mr. Fred Bitterman, Executive Vice President 
of San Joaquin First Federal Savings and 
Loan Association and former Mayor of 
Stockton 
12:30 ANNUAL INSTITUTE AND FOUNDATION LUNCHEON 
($2.00) 
At: Callison College Dining Hall 
Presiding: Mr. Ted Baun, of Fresno, President of the 
Board of Regents of the University of the Pacific 
Invocation: Reverend Henry Praed, of San Leandro, 
former Canon of Grace Cathedral, San Francisco 
Announcement of The First Pacific Awards for Best 
Western Historical Fiction for Chi ldren, a project of 
the Westerners Foundation 
Dr. Dewey W. Chambers, Professor of Education, 
University of the Pacific 
Address: "Wyatt Earp, Anglo-American, Man of Ac-
tion" 
Mr. John Gilchriese, of Tucson, Field Historian of 
the University of Arizona 
NoTE: The Stuart Library of W estern Americana (in the Main 
Library building of the University) wil l welcome visitors 
to special historical exhibits from 1:00 to 5:00p.m., both 
Friday and Saturday. 
COMMITTEES FOR THE CALIFORNIA HISTORY INSTITUTE 
Registmtion: Mrs. Eugene Harney, Chairman; Mrs. Katherine Becker, 
Mrs. Monroe H ess, Sr., Mrs. John F. Higgins, Mrs. Steven Hoff, Mrs. 
Viola W. Morley, Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon, Miss Marilyn W hi ttaker 
Hostesses: Mrs. Robert E. Burns and Mrs. Leland D. Case, Co-Chairmen; 
Mrs. Warren H. Atherton, Mrs. Howard S. Bisse ll , Mrs. A rthur ]. 
Cullen, Mrs. Gerald Kennedy, Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon, Mrs. Pedro 
Osuna, Mrs. Walter Payne, Mrs. Preston Stedman, Mrs. Hugh Tye 
Book A11crion: S heriff Michael Canl is and Mr. Hugh Hayes, Co-Chair-
men. 
Table Decorations: Miss Alice Saecker, Chairman (assisted by hostesses) 
Arwngements and Exhibits: Mr. Richard Long, C hairman; Mr. John 
W. Bailey, Dr. Dewey W. Chambers, Mr. Paul Fairbrook, Mrs. Janet 
Goodrum, Mrs. Fern R. Sayre 
MembenhijJ Booth: Mr. John F. Higgins, Chairman; Mrs. Doris T. 
Daley, Miss Catherine P. Davis, Mr. Harold Kambak, Mr. Robert 
Monagan, Dr. Malcolm H. Mou le, Mrs. Robert Sm utny, Mr. Richard 
K. Williams 
Promotion and Ptrblicity Mr. Haro ld Kambak and Mr. Harry Bagley, 
Co-Chairmen; Mr. Ted Cole, Mr. John F. H iggins, Mrs. El len Ladd, 
lvliss Chris Leave, Mr. Richard Long 
The Ca lifornia History Foundation (and Institute) 
and The Jedediah Smith Society 
Pioneer or Perish 1 was the theme of the address of Dr. Robert E. 
Burns upLm becoming President of the University of the Pac ifi c in 1947. 
As a historian he was concerned that the venturesome spiri t of the 
westering pioneer be transmuted continuously to oncom ing generations. 
To put his belief to work, he started the Ca lifornia History Foun-
dation. It maintains seve ral worthy projects - including the Stuart 
Library of Western Americana and the Institute. The Foundation 
welcomes new m embers - and annual dues are $5, or $25, or $100. 
The Jedediah Smith SLxiety was started in 195 7 to sponsor research 
in the ca reer of the first American to cmss ove rland to Ca liforn ia. 
It als,1 seeb new members - with dues Llf $5, $25, and $100. 
}-t[embers L)f b,1th soc ieties receive The Pacific 1:-liswrian, a magaz ine 
ed ited for th': amateur as well as the professional historian . 
Checks shL1u ld be made tLl the Uni1·ersit\' of the Pacific u•ith "CHF" 
added if for California Hist,wy f,lundatiLln, Llr "JSS" fL)r Jedediah Smith 
Society. Your check is a donation, deductible fLw inwme tax purposes. 
Please mai l it tLl: Mrs. Helen Harne\', Secrewn, St11m·t Libran, Uni-
~ · ersit)' of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif .. 95204. - -
ALASKA: The Forgotten Land-1867-84 
By NEIL R. KOENIGER 
AT SITKA, ALASKA, on October 18, 1867 a few officials representing the United 
States and czarist Russia witnessed the flag lowering ceremony which formally 
transferred the vast territory to the United States. To some spectators the event 
seemed prophetic of hard times for the new territory. 1 Perhaps it was. 
Alaskan development under Uncle Sam began optimistically enough, how-
ever. A significant number of energetic and ambitious people, many of them 
financially dislocated by the Civil War, had been drawn to the new territory in 
hopes of making fortunes and many employees of the Russian America Com-
pany decided to remain and become American citizens. All were encouraged 
when the army stationed 500 men at Sitka and Wrangell to safeguard American 
interests till civil government was established. Congress made Alaska a revenue 
district with a collector of customs to prevent illicit trade.2 A monopoly of the 
fur trade in the Pribilof Islands of the Bering Sea was given to the Alaska Com-
mercial Company.3 . 
Sitka, the old capital under Russian occupation, soon boomed. Enterpris-
ing citizens with the Anglo-Saxon flair for organization soon set up a provisional 
government but dependent upon contributions for support. They started a . 
1 See Jeannette Paddock Nichols' history of Alaska's administration, exploitation, 
and industrial development during its first half century under the United States: 
Alaska (New York: Russell and Russell Inc., 1963 ), p. 35. 
2 Ernest Gruening, The State of Alaska (New York: Random House, New York, 
1954), p. 35. 
3 Ibid., p. 35. 
Standing here and looking far off into the north-
west, l see the Russian as he busily occupies 
himself by establishing seaports and towns and 
fortifications, on the verge of this continent, as 
the outposts of St. Petersburg, and l can say, 
"Go on, and build up your outposts all along 
the coast and up even to the Arctic Ocean -
they will yet become the outposts of my own 
country - monuments to the civilization of the 
United States in the northwest." 
-SEPTEMBER 18, 1860 
school, drew up a charter, elected Collector of Customs W. S. Dodge as mayor 
and provided a council. But apathy presently set in and as funds dwindled this 
embryonic municipal organization vanished in 1872 or 1873.4 
The first portent of doom for the new territory came in 1868, less than a 
year after the transfer. Potential homesteaders were informed by Washington 
that any attempts to procure land in Alaska would be illegal. Even pre-emption 
of claims as well as squatting would not be tolerated, and individuals undertak-
ing such action would be subject to eviction. 5 
Alaska had cost only $7 ,200,000-not a bad bargain for real estate twice 
as vast as Texas-but the Fortieth Congress was smitten by "buyer's remorse," 
and became reluctant to pay for "Seward's Folly." 6 The government released 
all civilian employees from jobs and contracts they had held at military garrisons 
in Alaska. When Congress postponed Alaska's civil organization,7 it brought 
on an era of almost total neglect, a neglect paralleled by no other territory in 
America's history. In seventeen years, from 1867 until the passage of the 
Harrison Bill in 1884, only two bills-the Pribilof Reserve and the Customs 
District-were enacted by Congress for Alaska. 8 
Why was Washington so negligent of Alaska? The answer lies in economics. 
4 C. L. Andrews, Th e Story of Alaska (Caldwell, Ida.: Caxton Printers Ltd., 1953), 
p. 135. 
5 Gruening, op. cit., p. 35. See also Hubert Howe Bancroft, Th e History of A Iaska , 
1730-1885 (New York: Antiquarian Press Ltd., 1959), p . 604. 
6 Also known as "Seward's Ice Box" after William H. Seward ( 1801-72) , Lincoln's 
secretary of state, who persistently and successfully engineered the transaction. 
7 J.P. Nichols, op. cit., p. 40. 
8 Gruening, op. cit., p. 35. The sea otter which had attracted fur-loving Russians 
had been largely trapped out-but the Pribilofs were rich in seal and blue fox 
from which the Alaska Commercial Co. was to harvest I 00,000 sealskins annually. 
Alaska's economy under the Russian and in early years 
of American ownership was based on seals (above} and otters. 
Furs at this time were the only known important Alaskan product. Con-
gress felt it had provided for maintenance of this resource with the establish-
ment of the Pribilof Reserve, .~nd little more need be done. Outside of a few 
habitable coastal regions, Alaska was thought to be a cold and inhospitable 
land with no potential. Her total population at this time was only 29,097.9 
A civil administration would not really be necessary for protection of American 
citizens; the military could handle this task effectively and far less expensively. 
Moreover, it was held, such a program would properly leave Alaska's economic 
resources under control of the government. Bills to establish a civil govern-
ment were brought before Congress almost every year, generally by the Western 
states, hut none met with success until1884. 10 
As the military was not empowered with either criminal or legal jurisdiction 
in the new territory, citizens' rights were unprotected. Soon the bubble of 
optimism burst. Shipping fell off. So did the population of Sitka. Smuggling 
and illicit trade, especially with near-by Canada, increased. 11 
The military ruled in Alaska ten years, from the transfer in 1867 until 
1877. Its record is singularly unimpressive. Many soldiers were of rather 
disreputable character, and the monotony and boredom of garrison life in 
9 Alaska's population; Russians and Siberians 483; Creoles or halfbreeds 1,421; 
Native tribes 26,843; Americans (not troops) 150; Foreigners (not Russians) 
200; Total 29,097. See Nichols, op. cit., p. 38. 
10 Ibid., pp. 49-55. 
11 Bancroft, op. cit., p. 602. Bancroft had seen in California a prematurely born 
boom that had left a heritage of disaster and tribulation. 
Main Street in Nome, a brash, reeling boom town in 1901. 
Alaska didn't help either morale or morals. Many turned to the manufacture 
of "hoochenoo," a vile alcoholic beverage manufactured from molasses and 
sugar. This coupled with their behavior toward Indian women and their lack 
of sympathetic understanding of aborigines, caused tremendous tension with 
frequent eruptions. Numerous "incidents" with the Indians, are of record.l2 
When the troops finally were withdrawn on June 16, 187713 fer participa-
tion in the Nez Perce War, citizens feared for their lives. Actually,., however, 
they fared better without the military. Incidents with the natives were fewer, 
and far less serious than they had been under military rule. 14 
Later Indian troubles erupting in 1879 dramatically illustrated the neglect 
of Alaskan territory. The citizens of Sitka, fearing an Indian uprising, petitioned 
the government for a protective warship. Their entreaties were fruitless, as were 
those of the assistant customs officer in Portland, for dispatch of the Oliver 
Walcott, a small cutter. Ignored by Congress , Alaskans petitioned the British 
government for aid. The British responded immediately, stationing HMS Osprey 
at Sitka where it remained until the American government smarting under loss 
of face, sent the USS Alaska to relieve it on April 3, 1879. But for more than 
a month, March 1, 1879 until April 3, 1879, a subdivision of the United States 
was under the sole protection of a foreign power. 
Captain Beardslee of the USS Alaska was told by the Secretary of the 
Navy not to exercise any powers beyond protecting life and liberty of American 
citizens. So until his successor, Commander Henry Glass, declared military rule 
in Alaska in 1881, Alaska was entirely without provisional government except 
by the Treasury Department through its customs officers. 
The vast coast line of Alaska set an almost insurmountable patrolling task 
for the Treasury's two cutters, however, and illicit activities went on almost 
unmolested. IS Without criminal or legal jurisdiction except in customs matters, 
the Treasury Department was an ineffective and totally inadequate source of 
authority in Alaska. It was only too happy in 1881 to relinquish the Alaskan 
headache to the Navy. 
12 Ibid., p. 609. 
13 Most Nez Perce [pierced nose] Indians under Chief Joseph arose in 1877 against 
the whites because of a treaty fraudulently exacted ( 1863) from a portion of 
their tribe. Most Nez Perce today live on a reservation in Idaho. 
14 Bancroft, op. cit., p. 606. 
15 For a recent review of Uncle Sam's abberations as a stepfather, see Gruening, 
op. cit., pp. 38-39. See also C. L. Andrews, op. cit., pp. 132-3 3. 
t 
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With the arrival of the USS Alaska, the Navy began to take an active part 
in Alaska's governance. Captain Beardslee, although given no power to govern 
the territory, helped it organize a civil government. On August 1, 1879, Col-
lector Ball was elected as magistrate with three councilmen. But the govern-
was ill formed, and received little support. It lasted ten weeks.16 
But economic and social developments which nobody had forseen were 
at work-and eventually led to establishment of governmental control over the 
forgotten territory. 
The first of these was commercial fisl]'ing. Alaska had long been known 
for its fish; indeed employees of the Russian America Company had relied 
heavily upon salt salmon. Not until the late '70s, however, did fishing begin 
to develop on a commercial plane. Alaska's first cannery opened in 1878 and 
was followed by rapid developments culminating in the powerful Alaska Pack-
ing Association's new cannery at Kassilof, on Cook Inlet (transferred from 
Old Sitka). 
It was gold, however, that made the headlines and created excitement. 
Some $40,000 in placer gold was taken from the Windham Bay or Shucks 
Basin region during the '70s.17 This led to the founding of the mining town of 
Harrisburg. A mining dispute between the miners and a naval officer over the 
replotting of Harrisburg brought declaration of military law by Commander 
Glass on May 2, 1881. Alaska again had government, even if by military fiat! 
Meanwhile, social agitation by missionaries, notably the Reverend Sheldon 
Jackson, a Presbyterian, began to arouse stateside opinion on Alaska's plight. 
When Collector Ball was elected (September 5, 1881) to represent Alaska in 
Congress, he pressed vigorously for a civil government. Though his mission 
was totally unsuccessful, Congress was beginning to feel the pressure of public 
opinion. Sheldon Jackson continued his attack through public addresses, and 
in religious and educational journals. He had a wide hearing for such state-
ments as this: 
"Alaska, today [ 1877] has neither courts, rulers, ministers, nor teachers. 
The only thing the United States have done for them [Alaskan natives] has been 
to introduce whiskey." 18 
Finally public pressure forced passage of the Harrison Bill titled, "An 
Act Providing a Civil Government for Alaska," on May 17, 1884. 19 Although 
it was limited in scope, the United States had at least acknowledged paternity and 
accepted responsibility, so long shunned, for its land and peoples in the North. 
16 Nichols, op. cit., p. 61. 
17 Andrews, op. cit., p. 140. 
18 Bancroft, op. cit. , p. 710. Sheldon became Alaska's first federal superintendent 
of instruction, organizing schools for Eskimo, Indian, and white chi ldren. In 
1892 he brought the first reindeer into Alaska, to relieve a food shortage among 
Eskimos. See his biography by J. A. Lazell ( 1960) . 
19 Andrews, op. cit., p. 171 ; (see also Bancroft, op. cit., p. 718) for a documented 
and contemporaneous account of Alaska's breakthrough to territorial status, 
defacto as well as dejure. 
MODERN MAP OF JAPAN 
SHOWING SHIMODA ON TIP 
OF IZU PENINSULA 
How Trade with Japan Began 
Delving into archives at San Francisco 
brings out forgotten details of the transaction 
By ARTHUR R. ABEL 
Research Archivist, 
Federal Records Ceuter, San Francisco 
READERS of the Alta California and the San Francisco Herald 
in 1855 were accustomed to articles about the China trade. 
They had a new item of interest on Tuesday, September 18, 
however, when one Mr. Doty told of accompaning merchants 
named Reed and Dougherty on a venture to establish a new 
North Pacific whaling station which all hoped would supplant 
Honolulu. 1 
Visitors to the Federal Records Center Dedication cere-
mony on March 17, 1965, read of the same venture in an 
exhibit prepared by the author. The case had lain dormant for 
a century after Justice Stephen Field and Judge Ogden Hoff-
man had written their decision in 1865; only the transfer of the 
1 San Francisco Herald, September 18, 1855. Microfilm Roll 12, 1855. 
Bancroft Library, University of California at Berkeley. Doty's name is 
not on the article. but appears in Hawks' Narrative ... , see Note 5. 
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case files of the Federal District Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of California to Archival custody, along with the prepara-
tion of a Preliminary Inventory, brought it to light. It is an 
excellent example of the court record as the point of departure 
for studies of backstage life in California while gold occupied 
the spotlight: 2 
No. 103 U. S. Circuit Court Reed and Dougherty against Milton S. 
Latham 'Complaint,' filed this Twenty-fifth day of September A. D. 
1856 Geo. Pen Johnston Clerk 
Atty for Plaintiffs 
Cyril V. Grey 
No.1 Court Block 
183 Y2 Clay Street3 
Milton S. Latham was one of the most successful of those 
who prospected for position rather than gold in California. 
He had already served two terms in Congress when he was 
2 The District Court was established in 1850 as the first seat of Federal 
justice in nearly one-million square miles ceded by Mexico at Guadelupe-
Hidalgo. The case here described was heard by the special Circuit Court 
for California on appeal because of the amount at issue. When the special 
Circuit Court was terminated in 1866, its records were merged with those 
of the District Court. 
3 Records of the United States District Court for the North ern District of 
California, in the Federal Records Center, San Francisco. A Preliminary 
Inventory, completed in 1963, is available at the Center on request. Details 
are from the depositions, Findings and Judgment are in the case file. 
Yankee inventions fascinated the Japanese. Here diplomats 
on a visit to Washington get a demonstration of a sewing machine. 
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appointed Collector of Customs by President Franklin Pierce 
in Autumn of 1855.4 This court action was not completed 
until after he had served five days as Governor of California 
and had been suddenly elected United States Senator by a cal-
culating legislature which feared his moderately "reformer" 
tendencies. 
Latham had required that Reed and Dougherty pay some 
$2,000 above the "lawful" import duty on 125 packages of 
"merchandise" imported from a "foreign country." The for-
eign country was Japan, and the case is an introduction to 
trade relations between our country and the nation which sup-
plies us with our largest volume of imports. Perry's "wood and 
water" treaty on March 31, 18 53 (commonly called then the 
Treaty of Kanagawa), had opened Japan for trade in limited 
quantities at two ports. Japanese ignorance of the United 
States was only exceeded by America's limited understanding 
of Japan, whose coinages had stumped Commodore Perry's 
negotiators for some time in the 1852-1853 period when treaty 
provisions were discussed. 5 It is small wonder that a Collector 
in San Francisco, two years after the Treaty was signed at 
Kanagawa in Y edo Bay, should have assessed trade goods on 
the basis of what the merchants had paid the Japanese "Goyo-
sho" to match Japan's coinage.6 
The formal demurrer was acknowledged by Attorney Cyril 
Grey on October 17, but the Collector's "answer" was filed a 
leisurely five months later, denying "each and every allegation" 
in standard legal formality. It established nothing beyond the 
fact that Latham expected Reed and Dougherty to bear court 
costs. Faced with this, the plaintiffs offered in their behalf, on 
April 16, 1857, a long deposition before Cutler McAllister, the 
United States Commissioner. Grey attended, as did William 
Blanding, retained as lawyer for the defendant. 
4 H . H. Bancroft in Chronicles of the Builders, II ,217, said," ... he exerted 
himself so effectively [as a Congressman] ... as to receive the collector-
ship of San Francisco in 1856." A brief reading of the Congressional 
Globe, 33rd Congress, 1854, indicated what the exertions were. One of 
the bills he introduced was to have customs revenues for the period 1848-
1850 returned to the state . Another favored the trustees of the University 
of the Pacific, then in Santa Clara. 
5 The complete history of Perry 's unique accomplishment is found in the 
Narratil ·e of th e Expedition of all American Squadron to the China Seas 
and Japan ... under Commodore M. C. Perry, United States Na1·y ... , 
by Francis L. Hawks, published at New York by D. Appleton and Com-
pany in 1856. 
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Testimony was taken from Captain Andrew Worth, 
schooner Caroline C. Foote, about to embark on a long 
"foreign voyage" so that he would be unavailable. The 33-year-
old master mariner had transported not only outbound and 
inbound cargos, but Reed and Dougherty as well. Reed's family 
were passengers, and there were six in all, besides the merchants, 
who made the trip, largely to see the curious country so recently 
sealed from Western eyes. That they should have undertaken 
such a voyage in 1855 is explained by Mr. Doty in the San 
Francisco Herald. 1 They had left Honolulu February 13 "with 
a full cargo of ship chandlery, provisions and such articles as 
whale ships generally require," after persuading themselves 
that the provisions of Perry's Treaty would allow them to reside 
in Hakodate "if they wished." The first person to greet them 
in Shimoda8 was a pilot who represented himself as appointed 
to that position by no less than Commodore Matthew C. Perry. 
His fee was five dollars. The next boat dispensed "the Vice 
Governor, Interpreter, two Secretaries, and a Spy." At first the 
merchants supposed them to be revenue boats, but shortly 
learned the unsophisticated Japanese collected no duties. 
Shimada had been chosen because Hakodate, the object of 
their trip, would not be opened for "some weeks''' under the 
express treaty provisions. Reed was evidently the leader of the 
enterprise, and he decided to turn a Russian misfortune to 
good account during the enforced waiting period. The Diana, 
a Russian frigate, had brought Admiral Pontiatine, of the 
Imperial Russian Navy, to negotiate a treaty "with the same 
grants and privileges as our own." While she lingered in port, 
in December of 1854, an earthquake had produced a tidal 
wave which wrecked her and marooned her complement. Noth-
ing would please the Russians more, after certain common 
entertainments, than that the Caroline Foote should return 
them to Russian soil at Petropavlovsk, on the tip of the Kam-
chatka Peninsula. Petropavlovsk was known to American 
6 One of the reasons Japan had isolated herself initially, in the 17th Century, 
was her severe lack of precious metals, and this problem was to plague 
later trade relations with the United States as well as with Europeans. 
7 Unless otherwise noted, events at Shimoda and Hakodate are from Doty's 
long article in the San Francisco Herald, Tuesday, September 18, 1855 . 
8 Shimoda, the treaty port on Honshu, is just outside Yedo (Tokyo) Bay, 
to the south, at the tip of the Izu Peninsula, opposite the volcanic island 
of Oshima. 
Pi<.: tures fron1 Commodor e P ern·'<:-> Report . 
mariners, and Captain Worth agreed, unloading some of his 
cargo and all his passengers to accommodate the Admiral and 
his suite, at "nominal" profit beyond the cost of the trip. Three 
American ladies, some children, ships' chains and anchors, 
pork and beef, sails, tar and cordage, were landed. The party 
lived in a Temple, specified in the Treaty for that purpose, and 
altered by Japanese carpenters to provide adequate housing. 
The goods were apparently well guarded in a nearby ware-
house.9 
The reception at Hokkaido could have been predicted by 
less optimistic men. It was as unpleasant as that in Shimoda had 
been encouraging. 10 The Governor of Hakodate communicated 
his understanding of temporary residence by a message con-
veyed through Commander Rogers of the Vin cennes. He fol-
lowed this with an ageless Japanese method of dealing with 
unwanted foreigners. Doty said, "We were refused permission 
to land and ordered away." 11 His temper was up, and he soon 
joined the front rank of those Americans who through the years 
have advocated a little shooting to teach Orientals a lesson. 
- ·--·~. --s.· 
"' :-- ·· ~- ·.:-.-·.=~ 
He demanded that "a new and unrestricted commercial treaty 
[be negotiated] with Japan." To lend force to his point, he 
described the Japanese as "selfish, isolated, domineering and 
faithless." He went further. "This exclusion ... is a just cause 
for war." Reed's account hardly supports Doty's language. 
Commander Rogers also gave a bit more thought to the 
situation and emerges from his correspondence as a preferred 
9 Reed mentioned that five Japanese officers lived in a small gate house 
where they could "introduce" all who were allowed to enter and made "all 
the purchases we required ." He was apparently permitted free access to 
the countryside, as were his companions. Details of his stay in Shimoda 
that Spring, as well as the complete list of whaling stat ion supplies, are 
from the A Ita Ca lifornia of Tuesday, September 25, 1855. Microfilm at 
Bancroft Library. 
10 Commander Rogers cautioned the merchants that their coming to Japan 
might not ultimately win the support of the United States government. San 
Francisco Herald, Tuesday, September 18, 1855. Their assistance of the 
Russians might not ultimately have won the support of the British gov-
ernment, for that matter. In the same columns of the H erald is the account 
of a warning that English 'men-of-war' gave them at Hakodate. The 
Crimean War was in progress; the 'Yankees" risked seizure and imprison-
ment for aiding a belligerent. 
11 Doty's remarks were probably contained in a letter to the New York 
Herald, October 15, 1855; quoted in Hawks' Narrative . . . , page 456. 
---
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type of Nav-al officer for the United States to utilize on distant 
foreign station. He addressed a long letter to the Governor of 
Shimoda, explained the methods of passport by which Euro-
peans and Americans arranged temporary residence for their 
nationals on foreign soil for purposes of trade, and advised 
both sides to act "wisely and avoid rash deeds." He explained 
to Reed and Dougherty that the Governors were "mere agents" 
and that in order to establish a whaling station on Hokkaido 
they would need to obtain Imperial permission from the court 
at Yedo. 12 
The result of all this was that the Caroline C. Foote re-
turned to Shimoda a second time after a trip to northerly 
waters. 13 Captain Worth accompanied the merchants to the 
bazaar where they bought some of their goods, probably to help 
them as an "expert" on Japanese money and exchange.14 "The 
currency in which they transact their business is in 'itzebos' 
and 'cash.' 'Cash' in Japan is a copper coin of which Sixteen 
hundred go for an 'itzebo'." This silver coin was presented to 
him to identify, 15 and he was asked on what rate of exchange 
the Japanese had insisted. They had, he said, required 1600 
cash for one dollar, or one itzebq for one American silver 
dollar. He had bought vegetables for his ship and lacquer ware 
at the same price. The Japanese had obligingly made up bills 
with parallel listings of English and their own script. These bills 
were used to settle accounts at Guam on the return voyage to 
San Francisco. 16 
12 Doty's and Rogers' letters are fully printed in the San Francisco Herald 
for September 18, 1855. A reply to a bombastic editorial in the El'ening 
Journal of September 26, I 855, is contained in the A Ita Califomia's Sep-
tember 27, 1855, edition. The Joumal had advocated destruction of un-
cooperative Japanese seaport towns. The Alta editor's sarcasm was equal 
to his occasion: 'The interpretation of treaties is not the province of 
newspapers." 
13 The narrative must now return to the hearing room , and unless other-
wise noted , the facts are from the documents in the case file. Depositions 
by Captain Worth, Charles Wolcott Brooks and Commander Rogers . 
Findings and Judgment- the latter signed by Stephen Field. Supreme 
Court Justice, and Ogden Hoffman, Federal District Court Judge . 
14 He knew that Spanish and Mexican silver dollars. or 5-franc pieces were 
accepted as one itzebo. Reed and Dougherty used Spanish dollars, 5-franc 
pieces and half-dollars, with "some gold" (dust?) on a $4 ,000 payment. 
payment. 
1 5 The impression of a silver itzebo, obverse and reverse. is in the margin of 
Captain Worth's testimony. 
16 The bill for vegetables, inscribed on rice paper, is an exhibit in the case 
file. The cargo list is apparently lost, but the newspaper account of it is 
unofficial evidence. (See below.) 
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Obviously a good deal more is concealed in a case file than 
the bare bones of the case at issue. A reader learns that trade 
was becoming customary at Shimada, and that English men-of-
war were in Hakodate, where their officers were privileged to 
spend at the same exchange rate as Americans. The Russians, 
watched by the English, were securing like commercial privi-
leges. Japan had relaxed her prohibitive laws markedly in two 
years, and this activity preceded the more comprehensive 
treaty negotiated by Townsend Harris. 
Appendix AB to the Captain's testimony [mentioned in 
Note 16], a list in Japanese and English with the price of each 
item in cash, makes a fair check-list of what commodities were 
thought essential on a trans-Pacific voyage in 1855. 
Fish Flour Potatoes 
Cabbage Onions 'Firebox' 
Radishes Chickens Carrots 
Oranges Salt Ducks 
Rice Sugar Sweet Saki 
"Thee" Oil Pears 
Small Fish [Some fish especially for Mr. Reed] 





'Books' of Paper 
2 lbs. Cotton 
'Sweet' Oranges [Some bought especially for Mr. Reed] 
Total = $44,353 'Cash' ($5.75 paid for "reward of bringer") 
The passengers were undoubtedly surprised at the bill of 
fare on the return, and surprised that Japan could produce 
many food items familiar to them. 
Commander Rogers furnished more than protection and 
good advice. The earliest document in the case file is the fol-
lowing, signed by him and dated October 11, 1855, nearly a 
year before the action was brought. "I ... certify that we paid 
in Japan one dollar for the value of a silver Itzebo weighing 
about one third of a dollar, and that the Japanese held a silver 
itzebo to be worth one dollar." 17 The Findings later noted 
that Latham's attorney had objected, properly but unsuccess-
fully, against admission of this slip of evidence. He need have 
had small fear that it would clinch the merchants' case. 
Apparently on agreement of all parties, judging from the con-
tinuances filed through the intervening years, the case was 
passed to the foot of the docket repeatedly. 
17 Deposition in Case File No. 103 . It was common practice to "lay away" 
;uch evidence from Naval Officers because it might one day be valuable. 
New York Illustrated News, Ma~· 19, 1860. 
San Francisco went aU oLtt with cheers and roaring cannons 
when Japanese emissaries paid a return v isit on March 29, 1860. 
It next surfaces, in 1865, with a remarkable document. 
On June 17 of that year, before Henry Haight as notary pub-
lic, one Charles Wolcott Brooks tied all the threads together 
in a deposition. What he had been about in the meantime-
clerking in a foreign port or following other gold strikes-was 
not called in question. He swore that in 1855 he had been a 
clerk with the mercantile firm of G. B. Post and Company, to 
which the merchandise imported by Reed and Dougherty had 
been consigned. As a clerk, he had been assigned the duty of 
preparing an entry of such goods for the Customs House, with 
an invoice showing the amount paid "in the currency of the 
country where the goods were bought." 
The Customs House clerks refused to receive such a bill, 
saying "they knew nothing whatever of itzebos or cash"; they 
told him that if he wished to make entry and receive the goods 
he must represent the number of dollars paid for the itzebos. 
All remonstrance having failed, he made a substitute entry and 
invoice, which translated the amounts paid to dollars. Accord-
ing to his recollection, this was because Reed and Dougherty 
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were understandably anxious to secure their goods. 18 The text 
says nothing of whether an exchange rate was even considered. 
Undoubtedly Brooks knew little of such subtleties and made 
a dollar equal an itzebo. He did not recall the exact amount of 
the deposit he subsequently paid to "secure the duties," nor the 
exact wording of a protest which Cyril V. Grey, soon to repre-
sent the merchants, unsuccessfully attempted to file with the 
Deputy Collector. This protest, which the deponent never saw, 
was thought by him to have limited itself to the inequality of 
itzebos and dollars, as plainly stated by Commander Rogers. 
The goods were released, and appeared in public, to be 
auctioned by Wainwright, Randall and Company. The pub-
licity article, similar to those now appearing in freely-circulated 
shopping newspapers, stated this to be the first cargo ever im-
ported from Japan. Those interested were told they would be 
treated to "a view of curious and beautiful ware from Japan 
... by a visit to the exhibition rooms of Messrs. Reed and 
Dougherty, extending from Merchant to Clay Street, a little 
below Kearny. These goods comprise a portion of the cargo of 
the schooner Caroline E. Foote, which lately arrived in this 
port from Japan." The writer opined that the goods were more 
valuable as curiosities than for intrinsic worth. They included 
cabinets, tables, "finished," "lacquered," with inlaid wood; por-
celain-tiny cups and saucers; toys for children; rich silks and 
"crapes"; urns of colored glass, work boxes; and painted 
screens. There was even a large table whose top must have 
been polished, petrified wood. 19 
The goods once auctioned, it became time for lawyers to 
argue, and the court action was brought, about a year later. 
Reed realized during the early legal fencing that Grey's protest 
ought to be made part of the evidence, but he soon found that 
it was lost, and that Brook could not turn it up from the office 
files of Post and Company. Considering Brook's forgetfulness 
on specific details and his ability to misplace important docu-
ments, it is not unfair to ask how he could recall some of the 
details with perfect clarity. The attorney for Latham might 
have put this question, for the last sentence answers it." ... affi-
18 He naturally could not recall exact dates, but this was probably during 
the week end ing September 23, 1855, judging from the article in the Alta 
on the following Tuesday. See Note 19. 
19 A Ita California, Tuesday, September 25, 1855. Microfilm at Bancroft 
Library. 
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ant further says that he remembers the case of this importa-
tion, and the facts connected with it very distinctly, from the 
fact that it was the first importation of goods purchased in 
Japan and arriving here subsequent to the opening of the ports 
of Japan under the Treaty with the United States." 
The Findings, signed at San Francisco on June 20, 1865, 
show plainly that the judges, Stephen Field and Ogden Hoff-
man, had been given additional information on which to base 
their decision. The exact date of entry was fixed at September 
20, 1855, and the value of the coin at issue, whose anglicized 
spellings had brought it to "ichibu," at thirty-six cents. Field 
and Hoffman further noted that the merchants had been pre-
vented from paying for the goods directly to the Japanese 
merchants; they paid an officer "termed the 'Goyosho', who 
insisted upon being paid a dollar, which he called an American 
ichibu, for each Japanese ichibu agreed upon as the price of 
the goods." The Goyosho had pocketed the difference between 
Japanese and United States money. Perhaps we ought to be 
grateful to him for causing an ultimate court action to repay 
the importers for their double loss . 
Part VIII of the Findings set the difference in payment of 
$815.10, opposed to the $2,263 .80 which Latham had exacted 
ten years before. 
Part IX amplified Brooks' statement to explain that "there 
were [in 1855] no United States Consuls, nor Minister, in 
Japan, nor any of, nor representing any other nation." Under 
such circumstances, the judges had to accept the testimony 
already offered, and awarded $2,861.18 to William C. Reed 
and Thomas Dougherty, plus the following Taxed Bill of Costs: 
Attys fee (Case tried without a Jury) 
Corns Fees for tak'g Dep'n 
Pd $12 .50 
Pd 9.40 : 
48 .70 . Clerks Fees 
(illegible) [Perhaps Haight's fee] 6.30 
San Francisco 
June 22d 1865 
Taxed at 
$76.90 
Court costs were light, but ignorance of foreign habits and 
currencies could be extremely costly, when enterprising traders 
first tried out the new treaty which had opened the modern 
era for Japan. 
Weber: Founder of Stockton 
Captain Charles M. Weber: 
Pioneer of the San Joaquin and 
Founder of Stockton, California, 
with a Description of His Papers, 
Maps, Books, Pictures and Memo-
rablia Now in the Bancroft Li-
brary prepared by George P. Ham-
mond and Dale L. Morgan (Berke-
ley : Friends of the Bancroft Li-
brary, 1966) 118 pp., 14 plates, 
notes, index, 700 copies for sale, 
$15.00. 
Reviewer: RoBERT E. BuR NS, 
President of the University of the 
Pacific. 
Many cities in America's West 
were started by a single forceful 
and visioned man but none quali-
fies for that description better than 
Stockton. Now we have docu-
mentation of that fact in letters 
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and documents and memorabilia 
from Charels M. Weber, himself. 
This remarkable person was 
born February 16, 1814 in Ger-
many and, we read, was sired by 
a man who was "one of a long 
line of Protestant ministers" and 
very "hopeful that his son would 
carry on the family tradition." But 
this strong willed young man de-
cided otherwise. After an excel-
lent education, young Weber came 
to America in 1836 seeking health 
and adventure. He found both. 
After he helped Texas win in-
dependence from Mexico, Califor-
nia beckoned. In 1841 he joineo 
the Bartleson party, of which the 
well known diarist John Bidwell 
was also a member. By November 
Weber was at the site of Sacra-
mento where with approval of 
Mexican authorities the German-
speaking Captain Sutter had es-
tablished a fort named New Hel-
vetia - today a popular tourist 
spot. 
Weber soon discovered the fer-
tile San Joaquin Valley and, in 
words of a biographer, "resolved 
to make this beautiful section his 
home, provided that he could 
obtain a title to this land." That 
opportunity came in partnership 
with William Gulnac, an Ameri-
can who had married a local 
woman and had become a Mexi-
can citizen. Presently Weber also 
took out papers which later would 
help validate in United States 
courts his title to land grants from 
the Mexican government. 
It took imagination to envison 
a metropolis on the swampy delta 
site which Captain Weber present-
ly named Stockton in honor of a 
U. S. naval officer. But the young 
immigrant possessed that quality 
in abundance and blended it with 
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vigor and courage. He was a major 
figure in ' the high drama that 
swiftly raced across the stage 
called California. When gold was 
discovered he was ready for all 
customers at the Gate City of the 
Mother Lode. In 1881, he died 
at age 68, leaving unencumbered 
property valued at $400,000. The 
fortune might have been greater, 
says a biographer, "had he been 
an avaricious man ... but he lived 
to do good ... " 
This book adds a personal touch 
lacking .in most biographies of 
Captain Weber. His calendared 
letters and documents give a 
glimpse of the man, able, generous, 
yet forceful. Here we see unfold 
the romance with Helen Murphy, 
who was a devoted Catholic and 
who aided him as he took "in-
struction" in her church. The list 
of his surviving books gives insights 
into the interests and concerns of 
a cultured family, conversant with 
what was current both in America 
and Europe. 
But Captain Weber did not be-
long just to his family: he is a 
colorful piece in that mosaic we 
call The West. Placing his per-
sonal memorabilia in a public 
repository is evidence of the on-
going sense of civic responsibility 
that has marked the founder of 
Stockton and his descendants. 
Appropriately, the Weber record 
now is preserved between covers 
of a book bearing the imprimatur 
of Lawton and Alfred Kennedy, 
and so handsomely done it would 
have elicited approval of that great 
book lover, Charles M. Weber, 
himself. 
They Photographed the Old West 
Photographers of the Frontier 
West, Their Lives and W arks: 
I875 to I9I5 by Ralph W. An-
drews (Seattle: Superior Publish-
ing Co., 1965) 181 pp., profusely 
illus., index, $12.Y5. 
Reviewer: M A R T H A SEFFER 
O'BRYON, Book Editor of THE 
PACIFIC HISTORIAN. 
That period bracketed by the 
dates 1875 to 1915 saw America 
bursting with energy, throbbing 
with excitement, and storing up 
memories that must forever amaze 
historians. Fortunately, they have 
the aid of a hardy and dedicated 
breed of men whose delight it 
was to search for the unusual and 
record it on sensitized glass plates 
and films. Some were simply local 
photographers who, along with the 
earning of a livelihood for them-
selves and families, occasionally 
slipped off to catch shots that give 
substance to the Chinese cliche 
about one picture being worth 
many words. 
Mr. Andrews must have done 
a prodigious amount of research 
to have located his photographers, 
then to have found and selected 
their choicest works. Frank H. 
Nowell deals with Alaska; Arnold 
Genthe with the San Francisco 
earthquake and fire of 1906, also 
Chinatown; Darius Kinsey with 
logging in Washington State; Ed-
ward S. Curtis with Indians; A. 
W. Ericson with redwoods; Thom-
as M. McKee with Mesa Verde 
and Ute Indians; Henry G. Pea-
body with Los Angeles; Lee Pass-
more with San Diego. 
Some readers will remember the 
author's Picture Gallery Pioneers 
- I 850- I 875; this, a counterpart 
for the later period, maintains 
Mr. Andrews' reputation for dis-
criminating selectivity. And in 
this era when cheap printing mars 
many expertly conceived and bril-
liantly organized collections of pic-
tures, it is a pleasure to note that 
Mr. Andrews holds to the tried-
and - true co p per- engraving (I 
think) method. Maybe I am not 
technically correct. No matter. 
Dean Harold S. Jacoby 
What counts is that these photo-
graphs are so sharply printed, each 
is a challenge for the discerning 
eye and a fillip to the historical 
heart! 
Delete "Concentration Camp" 
America's Concentration Camps 
by Allan R. Bosworth (New York: 
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 
1967) 238 pp., biblio., and index, 
$5.95. 
Reviewer: HAROLD S. JACOBY, 
Dean of the College of the Pacific 
of the University of the Pacific. 
Mr. Bosworth's book is an angry 
reminder of an ugly page from 
America's history and an earnest 
warning that we have not so thor-
oughly put our affairs in order that 
it could not happen again. 
In 1942, after much vacillating, 
and largely in response to political 
and economic pressure rather than 
to military necessity, the United 
States placed some 110,000 persons 
of Japanese ancestry - aliens and 
native born alike - in ten reloca-
tion centers which Mr. Bosworth 
and others choose to call "concen-
tration camps." Two and a half 
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years after, with some 75,000 per-
sons still resident in the centers, 
by a unanimous decision the Su-
preme court declared the contin-
ued confinement of these evacuees 
without the filing of formal charg-
es against them to be unconstitu-
tional. Then by a five to four 
vote the Court supported the right 
of the military authorities to order 
such an evacuation. 
It was an ugly episode, not 
merely by reason of the personal 
tragedies and extensive economic 
loss which the forced removal of 
these people involved, but also by 
reason of the shameful behavior 
exhibited chiefly in California by 
public officials in high office and 
low, by large segments of the press, 
and by various so-called patriotic 
organizations. It was behavior, 
moreover, which can hardly be 
explained - let alone justified -
on the basis of any mass hysteria. 
Certainly there is much to justi-
fy anger, and if an angry tone is 
essential to keeping green the 
memory of an episode that must 
not happen again, so be it. But 
in his anger, the author tends to 
play down or ignore completely 
some elements of the experience 
that need also to be remembered. 
That the evacuees lost vast 
amounts of money by reason of 
their removal cannot be challeng-
ed, but the author makes it look 
as if the government and the War 
Relocation Authority were indiffer-
ent to this matter. 
Let's set the record straight. 
Your reviewer attended the Sun-
day afternoon meeting in Stockton 
at which the Japanese-Americans 
of the area were first given in-
structions concerning the forth-
coming removal. At this session 
were representatives of the Federal 
Reserve Bank and the Farm Se-
curity Administration. Prospective 
evacuees were informed that these 
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two organizations stood ready to 
assist in the conservation of urban 
and rural property, respectively. 
Among other things, they were 
invited to store their household 
goods at government expense -
and many of them did. After the 
evacuees had reached the Reloca-
tion Centers, the evacuees were 
offered the opportunity to have 
their stored goods transferred to 
the warehouses at the Relocation 
Center, and to have such house-
hold items placed in their barrack 
living quarters as space and safety 
permitted. When evacuees re-
settled, their goods were packed 
and shipped at government ex-
pense to their new home. More-
over, at every Relocation Center 
and in every area office of the 
resettlement program, there wa~ 
a full-time representative of the 
Evacuee Property Division to coun-
sel and assist the evacuees in the 
conservation of their property -
real, personal, and tangible. Ad-
mittedly, these provisions often 
operated far from perfectly - due 
to fear and distrust on the part 
of the evacuees, and to the diffi-
culties under which the w~r Re-
location Authority operated - but 
it cannot be denied that the losses 
would have been much greater if 
these arrangements had not exist-
ed. 
Also ignored was the resettle-
ment program of the War Reloca-
tion Authority, whereby some 
25,000 of the evacuees were en-
couraged and assisted to find jobs 
and homes outside of the fL~rbid­
den, west coast military wnes. 
With skill and concern, and assist-
ed by understanding and friendly 
groups and individuals in hun-
dreds of communities thmugh the 
mid-west and east, the W ar ReiL)-
cation AuthL)rity labored to restL)re 
these people to useful and mean-
ingful places in normal American 
comunity life. So successful was 
this program, that many thousands 
have remained in their new loca-
tions even though the west coast 
has long since been re-opened to 
them. 
This reviewer questions whether 
much is gained by referring to the 
Centers as "concentration camps." 
Having lived in one of the Centers 
for 18 months, and having both 
visited and read about the Nazi 
concentration camps, it is difficult 
for him to place both types of 
operations in the same category. 
That they were involuntary com-
munities cannot be denied. That 
they involved elements of priva-
tion and discomfort is also true. 
But there similarities end. 
In place of Nazi fanatics and 
sadists, the War Relocation Autho-
ity centers, with rare exception, 
were staffed by persons deep[ y dis-
turbed by the evacuation decision, 
who through their staff responsi-
bilities sought to mitigate the evils 
inherent in the evacuation experi-
ence. Quite properly, the author 
gives much credit to the leadership 
of the Japanese American Citizens 
League for having kept alive a 
faith in, and loyalty to, America 
during these difficult times, but 
he ignores completely the more 
important rol e of the War Reloca-
tion Authority staff. Given the 
time and skill, the reviewer · could 
easi ly fill a boL)k with personal 
experi ences supporting this conclu-
sion. 
That these people were need-
lessly removed from their homes 
shL)U!d stand to the eternal shame 
nf the United States. But the 
country can be reasonably proud 
l~f the way in which the War 
Relocation AuthL~rity went about 
its distasteful task. And this needs 
abl~ to be a part of the record. 
Catlin in Clearer Focus 
Th<' Ll'tters of George Catlin 
and His Famil)', A C hronicle of 
.New rork Historical Society 
George Catlin - a documentary artist and a superb showman. 
the American West by Marjorie 
Catlin Roehm (Berkeley: Univer-
sity of California Press, 1966) 463 
pp., illus., index, $8.50. 
Reviewer: D o L o R E s P H A R R 
SMITH , California artist and club-
woman. 
The paintings of George Catlin 
are said to be the most important 
and complete pictorial record ever 
made of the American Indian and 
have been copied over and over. 
His books are basic research for 
ethnologists. But despite th ree 
biographies since 1948, little has 
been known of George Catlin 's 
personal life and some of the in-
formation presented was incorrect. 
Marjorie Catl in Roehm's efforts 
go far toward correcting that con-
dition. Nearly 200 letters preserved 
in an old family trunk are shared 
with readers in this vital book, 
thereby supplying heretofore miss-
ing information on one of the 
most remarkable figures in West-
ern American Art. A grand-
daughter of his youngest brother 
provided the bridging texts and 
commentary. 
The personality of George Cat-
lin comes through clearly in these 
letters. They revea l his tempera-
ment, his visionary hopes, and his 
persistent fears for the fate of his 
unique paintings. They document 
his complete dedication to his 
work as well as the worries of 
his family when he disappeared 
into the wi lderness with pa int 
brushes looking for the noble In-
dian. 
The character of George's fa-
ther, Putnam, is shown clearly. 
This dear old gentleman with his 
keen and analytical mind and gift 
for oratory cou ld have gone far. 
his qualities were highly prized 
and sought for in the early days 
of our country. He seemed con-
tent, however, to use his talents 
in oratorica l essays to his sons. 
He advised, counse led, loved, and 
united his family always trying to 
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bring out the best in each of his 
children. Father Putnam's letters 
included news of all of the family 
so that the farflung New England 
clan would not lose touch with 
one another. The letters from sis-
ter Eliza bring home the hardships 
of a bankrupt family starting a 
new life in Wisconsin in 1840. 
Her philosophy and fortitude make 
her endearing. Her sons' descrip-
tion of the country create a desire 
to visit the lovely rolling prairies 
before broken by the plow, with 
the many wild flowers and great 
varieties of game. 
Many letters by George and his 
wife, Clara, are from London and 
the Continent telling of their 
adventures and trials with their 
"Wild West Show." These are 
complemented by a diary of the 
youngest brother, Francis, giving 
a first hand account of George's 
later years in Brussels. 
Introducing Baja California 
Th e Sea of Cortez by Ray Can-
non and the Sunset Editors (Men-
lo Park, Ca lif.: Lane Magazine and 
Book Company, 1966) 282 pp., 
illus., biblio., index, $11.75. 
Rev iewer: EDWARD S. BETz, 
Dean of Students, Uni~Jers it)' of 
the Pacific. 
The magic of the airplane has 
opened the primitive Baja [Lower] 
California to the sport fi sherman 
and adventure traveler; the magic 
of Ray Cannon has open ed this 
little-known area to the armchair 
traveler. Through the eye of the 
camera we see the starkness and 
beauty of this little-known area 
that lies so close to popu lous Cali-
fornia, and through Cannon's live-
ly prose, we catch the flavor of 
the country and its sparse popu-
lation. 
The Sea of Cortez is a rare 
combination of history, albeit in-
formally presented geology, geogra-
phy, and fascinating photography. 
It has a special appeal to the sport 
enthusiast and is even a do-it-your-
self guide to Baja California and 
the west coast of Mexico which 
borders on the Gulf of California. 
The author has abandoned his 
other successful occupation s and 
by virtue of many exploratio ns has 
become the expert on this en-
chanting area. "With strenuous 
effort," he writes, "I have suc-
ceeded in evolving from a position 
of fame and wealth to the enviable 
status of vagabundo deL mar (sea-
going gypsy) and I wouldn't swap 
jobs with anyone on ea rth." 
. There is a detai led analysis of 
the various regions to be visited 
with instructions as to how best 
to get there and the pleasures to 
be experienced on arrival. The 
volume is replete with words and 
pictures of this fishing paradise but 
does not slight other items of in-
terest. The author knows the 
people who live near the some-
times placid and sometimes raging 
Sea of Cortez and this book is a 
heart warming introduction to 
them. 
A Stone Raises a Mighty IF 
The Thoen Stone: A Saga of th:e 
Black Hills by Frank Thomson 
(Detroit : Harlo Press, 1966) 158 
pp., $4.00. 
Reviewer: LELAND D. CASE, au-
thor of Lee's Guide to the Black 
Hills, and director of the Califor-
nia History Foundation. 
In 1887 one Louis Thoen, a 
farmer, found on the northeast 
fringe of South Dakota's Black 
Hills a half-hidden slab of sand-
stone. It was three inches thick 
and about the size of a sheet of 
typing paper. 
Rubbing the wet sand, Thoen 
noticed incised letters forming the 
words "indians hunting me." That 
night by lamplight he cleaned his 
find and found the following 
scratched into the surface, appar· 
ently by jacknife: 
came to these hills 
in 1883 seven of us 
Da Lacompt all ded 
Ezra Kind but me 
G W Wood Ezra Kind 
T. Brown KiLLed by Ind 
R Kent 1 beyond the 
Wm King high hiLL got 
Indian Crow our gold June 
1834 
On the other side of this re-
markable stone was this: 
Got all of the 
gold we could 
carry our ponys 
all got by the Indians 
I hav lost my gun 
and nothing to 
eat and indians 
hunting me 
Another farmer is Frank Thom· 
son, who today also lives near the 
charming little city of Spearfish. 
He became fascinated by the 
Thoen Stone twenty years ago and 
ever since has been running a one· 
man project to prove its authenti· 
city. He has found persons re· 
puted to be descendants of the 
Ezra Kind party scattered not only 
throughout the United States but 
Germany. In this book he tells 
the story of his research to prove 
the thesis he started with: that the 
Thoen Stone is authentic. Though 
Mr. Thomson does not follow 
canons of the professional histori· 
an, his findings possess versimili-
tude. They foist upon doubters 
the burden of proving there is 
more reason to believe the Thoen 
Stone a hoax than to accept it 
as a fragment of the Epic of 
America. 
Hence arises the mightiest of 
small words, If . 
If Ezra Kind had escaped the 
Sioux and had brought word to 
civilization of gold in the Black 
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Hills, he would have anticiapted 
by 40 years the first known dis· 
covery there by prospectors with 
General George Armstrong Cus· 
ter 's exploration party of 1874. 
If the Black Hills gold rush of 
1874-76 had taken place in 1834-
36, would it have triggered a rush 
of prospectors and settlers into the 
Dakotas, Wyoming, Montana, 
Idaho, Oregon and Washington of 
the '40s and '50s? 
If such a populational influx 
from Northern states had taken 
place while the slavery issue was 
yet inarticulate, would it have 
fenced the South with a cordon 
of new Free States? 
If so, would issues that precipi· 
tated the Civil War have been 
settled without b l o o d s h e d or 
would the D-Day for the Civil 
War have been advanced, say, a 
decade? 
l.f . . . ! 
Aid for the Army Buffs 
Old Forts of the Far West by 
Herbert M. Hart (Seattle: Superi· 
or Publishing Co., 1965) 192 pp., 
illus., biblio., index, $12.95. 
Reviewed by: KAREL A. SMITH, 
)R., Major in California Army Na· 
tional Guard and ardent explorer 
of the remote spots of Western 
deserts. 
Third in a series on historical 
Western military posts, this book 
by a military office conveys well 
the military schema of the 19th 
century West, with much of the 
flavor of romance that will appeal 
to devotees of Western Ameri· 
cana. Covering 58 military posts 
throughout seven states, it is not 
a detailed history of all or any 
of them, but it does provide a 
brief and effective sketch of each . 
The author's method is to re· 
view briefly the military situation 
in the given area, to give reasons 
for establishment of the post, then 
its condensed history. Quotations 
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from Army records dealing with 
each post add life to the weathered 
adobe and logs which usually are 
the on ly physical remains today. 
Contemporary photographs (most-
ly from Army archives) furnish 
an intriguing comparison with the 
author's own photographs taken 
on his visit to the sites, and his 
sketch-map reconstructions. 
A valuable aid to the reader 
who likes to seek out such histori-
cal sites are the detailed instruc-
tions for locating sites. One fami-
li a r with desert travel will realize 
how much effort and study Mr. 
Hart put forth to find many of 
these abandoned posts. 
The book would have more 
charm had the author let himself 
go more in describing present-day 
ruins and surrounding terrain. One 
who has seen the hundred-year-
old adobes of Ft. Churchill, Ne-
vada, in the moonlight and en-
visioned the ghosts of so ldiers 
passmg among them will feel 
slightly cheated. The book's pat-
tern is a little difficult to grasp; 
it jumps from California to Texas 
to Nevada, etc., without giving a 
clear mental picture of why the 
autlwr takes that route. 
The documentation is exhaus-
tive and the bibliography exten-
sive. It is pleasant to realize so 
much is known about these posts, 
most of which had a most ephem-
eral existence before rapid com-
munication systems provided good 
records. 
Outlaws for Breakfast 
The Wild Bunch at Robbers 
Roost by Pearl Baker (Los An-
geles: Westernlore Press, Great 
West & Indians Series XXIX, 
1965) 255 pp., index, $7.50. 
Reviewer: MABEL E. BROWN, 
edit01·-publisher of Bits and Pieces, 
Lusk, Wyo. 
The there's-nothing-new-under-
the-sun cliche could be app lied to 
Pearl Baker's col lection of tales 
about Wyoming's Wild Bunch 
and the Robbers Roost. Her de-
scriptions of the Roost country, 
however, help the reader under-
stand problems of the lawmen 
who pursued the Bunch through 
canyon mazes. The outlaws were 
not only protected by rugged ter-
rain but by people who lived there. 
Many looked upon the Bunch as 
of the Robin Hood type and were 
r e l u c t a n t to give information 
which might land any in ja il. 
Pearl Baker grew up in this 
country and probably was served 
tales of the Wild Bunch with 
breakfast pancakes. She listened 
to many old-timers who had 
known the crew, took notes, then 
checked their tales with newspaper 
files. Her stories have a ring of 
truth. 
Mrs. Baker has not played fa-
vorites . She te lls stories of Joe 
Walker, Matt Warner, Jack 
Moore, Gunplay Maxwell, Grimes 
Ricker, Sil ver Tip, Blue john, In-
dian Ed, Flat Nose George, the 
Curry Boys, the McCarty brothers 
as well as the Sundance Kid and 
Butch Cassidy. 
The book is attractive ly bound 
and the d ust-jacket drawing is the 
"Cattle Rustlers" by Dan Smith, 
done many yea rs ago for the L) ld 
Leslie's \XI eek ly. Those who fancy 
tales of outla;,s shou ld add this 
book to their co ll ection. 
Justice East of the Pecos 
The Ancienc World: htStice, He-
roism, and Responsibility edited by 
Zeph Stewart with foreword by 
RL)bert Lee Wolff [Sources of Civi-
lization in the West] (Englewood 
C liffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966) 
180 pp., index (paperback), $1.95. 
Re~·ieu·er: RoBERT J. SM u T:--:Y, 
Chairman of C lassics Deparrm ent, 
Uni~'ersit)' of the Pacific. 
This book presents a series L)f 
passages from ancient Near East-
ern, Greek, and Roman literature, 
selected to illustrate three signifi-
cant social themes which often are 
cited as typical of, if not indigen-
ous to, the American West: jus-
tice, heroism, and community re-
sponsibility. The editor sees the 
first as having its origins in the 
societies of the ancient Near East. 
The Code of Hammurabi, for ex-
ample, though the product of a 
system which we would regard 
highly autocratic, nevertheless fur-
nishes the king's subjects a firm 
assurance of justice. Heroism, Pro-
fessor Stewart regards as the char-
acteristic contribution of the Greek 
world, and responsibility as essen-
tially Roman. He recognizes, how-
ever, that all three themes are 
frequently intertwined, and that 
all are to be found in varymg 
degrees of prominence in all the 
cultures. 
The contents are rich and var-
ied. Some 34 works by 28 different 
authors are represented, all, except 
for a few short pieces, by excerpts. 
Man's progress towards a system 
of justice is traced from Hammur-
abi's Code through such passages 
as the Biblical David and Bath-
sheba, Hesiod's Work and Days, 
and Cicero's De Officiis, to Justini-
an's Institutes. Various aspects of 
heroism are depicted in the ILiad, 
in Herodotus' account of the de-
fence of Thermopylae, Plutarch's 
portrait of Cato, and selected epi-
sodes from the Aeneid, from Livy, 
and others. A sense of communal 
responsibility is shown developing 
through So p h o c I e s' Antigone, 
Polybius' Histories, the fable of 
Menenius Agrippa from Livy, and 
various works of Cicero, and may 
be found even in Catullus. 
A common danger in the com-
pilation of collections of excerpts 
i~ that the vigor and import of a 
passage IS frequently impaired 
when it is severed from its context. 
Not so with the present work, 
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thanks to the editor's careful selec-
tion and ski lful arrangement. To 
read in close succession, while 
one's thoughts are directed to . 
heroism, Homer's account of the 
ransoming of Hector's body, Hero-
dotus' account of the defence of 
Thermopylae, and Socrates' apolo-
gy, is to discover in passages which 
have long been familiar a new and 
heightened significance. 
The editor has divided the se-
lections into ten chapters or parts, 
and has prefaced each with a brief 
introduction which links one peri-
od with another and sketches the 
essential traits of the political and 
social milieu out of which the 
works emanated and against which 
the three central themes can be 
examined. Each selection is also 
preceded by introductory remarks 
which provide more specific de-
tails about the individual work. 
While much of this is basic infor-
mation which may be found in 
any anthology or literary history, 
there are occaGional enlightening 
insights. It is presented with a 
freshness and lucidity that render 
it eminently readable - and an 
excellent corrective for anyone 
who thinks the manly virtues origi-
nated "West of the Pecos." 
Only one misprint among a 
half-dozen noted is likely to be 
misleading; Socrates' death, given 
on page 72 as 339 B.C., should 
read 399. The chronology on page 
153 is rather imprecise; the siege 
of Rome by the Gauls preceded 
Hannibal's invasion of Italy by 
considerably more than 100 years. 
The work closes with an index 
of proper names which appear in 
the introductory texts; dates are 
indicated for authors represented 
in the volume. The first date given 
for Justinian is inconsistent with 
that given for other authors; A.D. 
527 is the year of his accession to 
the imperial power, not of his birth. 
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Western Book Browsing 
Newspapermen know how to 
write. Historians know how to 
sift facts from fiction. One man 
who qualifies on both counts is 
L. Burr Belden, of the San Ber-
nardino Sun-Telegram, who only 
occasionally finds time to share 
with readers his labrythine knowl-
edge of California's deserts. His 
latest is Mines of Death Valley 
(Glendale: La Siesta Press, 1966, 
$1.95). It is his fifth book on the 
Death Valley Region. 
Mr. Belden has been interview-
ing desert rats and other knowl-
edgeable people since the early 
1920s. Many have confided to 
him their most cherished secrets 
which he, for reasons quite proper, 
now shares with all who read. 
Knowing the fascination of Death 
Valley for historians, both pro and 
amateur, I predict a second edition 
of this paperback soon. 
Only 750 copies of Saw Pits in 
the Spanish Red Woods 1787-1849 
were run off, which probably also 
will presently be on the collector's-
item list. Alan K. Brown wrote it; 
the San Mateo County Historical 
Association (1700 West Hillsdale 
Boulevard) published it; and those 
apostles of quality printing, Law-
ton and Alfred Kennedy, saw it 
through their presses. It runs 27 
pages, is hardbound, but 750 copies 
were issued, and the price is $6.45. 
A writer whose middle name is 
West would seem to be destined 
to face toward the setting sun for 
his inspiration - and just such a 
person is Robert West Howard. 
Flag of the Dreadful Bear (New 
'(ork: G. P. Putnam, 128 pp., 
1965, $3.29) proves the point. Fre-
mont, Vallejo, Larkin, and Todd 
are pictured vividly in this account 
for juveniles of California's short-
lived civil wars and the other 
events leading to it becoming a 
star in Old Glory. Parents are 
counseled to read it first - be-
cause they may wait some time 
before Junior will bring it home 
from school. 
Another Robert West Howard 
book is a ll about horses - The 
Horse in America (Chicago: Fol-
lett, 1965, 298 pp., $6.95). Fifty-
five or so million years ago, eohip-
pus, the three-toed horse, was born 
on Wyoming's Laramie Plain and 
in other basins of the West. How 
this useful creature went through 
varied evolutionary stages, became 
servant to man, then returned to 
Wyoming as the romantic mount 
for cowboys is - well, that gives 
you a notion of the scope of the 
volume. 
Some books are just for general 
readers; some for the professional 
historian only. Time and the T er-
raced Land by A u g u s t a Fink 
(Berkeley: Howell-North, 1966, 
136 pp., $7 .50) is for both. It 
tell s of the unique Palos Verdes 
Peninsula, and is a story that will 
add perceptibly to any Californi-
an's pride of place. The author 
had the aid of two talented col-
laborators, photographer William 
Webb and cartographer Jack Mof-
fat. 
Not for me but certain! y for 
you - if you are a rail enthusiast 
- is Locomotives of the Dickson 
Mamtfacturing Company (San 
Marino, Calif. : Golden West 
BQ(>ks, P. 0. Box 8136, 176 pp., 
$10). Gerald M. !:)est compiled 
this - the 1885 catalog of the 
Dickson locomotive works at 
Scranton, Pa. Its engineering data 
went right over my head, but I did 
enjoy looking at the pictures.-
To Western transportation buffs 
- and their tribe increaseth daily 
- comes a boon in War Drums 
and Wagon Wheels, the Story of 
Russell, Majors and Waddell (Lin-
coln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1966, $5.95) . Here Raymond W. 
and Mary Lund Settle stow away 
in fewer than 300 pages an im-
pressive array of data gathered 
during their thirty years research-
ing the great firm which once em-
ployed 6,000 men and 75,000 oxen 
to transport people and goods 
across plains and mountains. What 
scholars wi ll welCome with glow-
ing eye is the comprehensive bibli-
ography and the detailed index. 
To the growing historical litera-
ture on movies, Kalton C. Lahue 
has added a knowledgeable study 
of the silent "comedy short," from 
1910 to 1930. World of Laughter 
(Norman: University of Okla-
homa Press, 1966, $4.95). Even 
heavy-brow e d sociologists will 
mingle chuckles with clucks of 
approval for the appendix offers 
a chronological listing of comedies 
by Harold Lloyd, Stan Laurel, 
"Our Gang," and others who in-
jected the characteristic American 
twist of humor into that serious 
span from 1910 to 1930 during 
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which the United States entered 
its first World War and as never 
before, change swept through 
American manners, mores, and 
moods. 
One by one, Western States are 
getting attention of historians with 
expertise to sift detail, then write 
clearly. Wyoming was recently so 
favored (P-H, Spring, 1966); now 
it's the northern Dakota twin. 
Elwyn B. Robinson teaches history 
at the University of North Dakota 
so was the logical choice of the 
University of Nebraska Press to do 
History of North Dakota (Lincoln: 
1966, $7.95). He tells a clear story, 
beginning with the geology that set 
the stage for an economic dichoto-
my that splits North Dakota to 
this day. It began with the Indians 
who followed the buffalo and 
those that raised corn and pump-
kins in bottoms along the Missouri; 
it found more modern expression 
in cattle ranching associated with 
Theodore Roosevelt and the Mar-
quis de Mores which contrasts 
with the big-sca le wheat farming 
whose elevators jut on North Da-
kota's horizons. 
-EL PESCADOR 
That man beaming, far right, is Dr. R. Coke Wood . .. 
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A YELP FOR HELP: Zip numbers! 
A nuisance, perhaps, but a necessity 
for prompt magazine delivery, Uncle 
Sam says. Look at your address label. 
If it doesn't bear a zip, please jot 
yours down on a post card and send 
it in. 
And another thing: so many ad-
mirers of the late Dr. Rockwell Hunt, 
who died last year at age 98, have 
ordered copies of the winter 1966 
issues (his picture on the cover) we 
are running out of them. If you can 
spare yours, we'll gladly send you 
fifty cents in stamps. 
In the caption of that picture on 
the preceding page we single out Dr. 
R. Coke Wood for two reasons. 
(1) This year he again conducts 
the annual UOP tour of California 
Missions (all 21 of them) - and 
it's the 20th. The picture shows 
part of the 1966 group being greeted 
at the Huntington Library of San 
Marino, by Dr. Ray A. Billington 
(third from the right) . A good time 
obviously was had by all - which 
is one of the reasons that before a 
pamphlet was issued for the tour this 
year, March 18-24, every seat in the 
bus had been reserved! 
Reason (2): Dr. W ood has been 
named the first Rockwell D. Hunt 
Lecturer at the University of the 
Pacific. This is proper. Dr. Wood 
and Dr. Hunt were great personal 
friends, dating from days when Dr. 
Hunt was Dean of the Graduate 
School of the University of Southern 
California and Richard Coke W ood 
there was awarded his Ph. D. Later 
Dr. Hunt became the first director 
of the California History Foundation 
and presided over the Conference of 
Californ ia Historical Societies which 
the Foundation organized, and which 
Dr. W ood has directed since its 
organization 14 years ago. 
1 Mrs. Geraldine McConnell, who 
helped host the 1966 Jedediah Smith 
Rendezvous at her home town of 
Columbia, Calif., has a rare job for 
a woman - and she has been at it 
26 years. She is the town Siren 
Operator. When theres' a fire, she 
breaks the glass on a box n ear her 
home, then triggers the alarm. Siren 
Operator, we opine, is a village posi-
tion of honor comparable to Y e Town 
Crier of olden days. 
THE HISTORY CALENDAR 
March. / ?- Conference o f Califor-
nia Historica l Societies' Board 
of Directors annual meeting, 
Burns Tower, University of the 
Pacific, S tockton, Calif. 
March 17-18- Twent ieth annual 
Californ ia History Institu te -
with business sessions for boards 
of the California History Foun-
dation, the Jedediah Smith So-
ciety, and the Westerners Foun-
da tion, the University of th e 
Pa~ ifi c , Stockton, Calif. 
March 18-Z4 - Twentieth annual 
Missions T our, starting from the 
University of the Pac ifi c. 
June 15- 17 - Thirteenth annua l 
meeting of the Conferen~e o f 
California Histor ica l Societies, 
Orcwi ll e, Calif. 
A ugust 3D-September 2-Ameri~an 
Asso~ iation for State and Lo~ a l 
Histor\' , T o ronto, Ont. , Canada. 
September 22-24-Sixteenth annu al 
Northern Californ ia - Sout h ern 
O regon Sy m posium at Fort 
Bragg, Calif. 
October 7-Jeded iah Smith So~ ie­
t\' RenJezv,,us, Micke 's ·Grove , 
l~erwe en Sro~kton and Locli , 
Ca lif. 
O ctobt'r 1:?-14- Western History 
Association C,mfe rence, Pala~e­
Sheraron Hote l, San Franc is~''· 
AN INVlTAFlON 
TO LIBRARIES 
Subscribers: Most persons who receive 
"JiHE PACIFIC HISTORIANdosoasmem-
bers of one of the three sponsoring 
organizations (see overleaf). But it is 
also available to libraries on a conven-
tional billing basis. lihe annual sub-
scription price is five dollars. 
Indexes: Miss Hilda E. Bloom has twice 
expertly prepared "Cumulative In-
dexes" -first in 1961 for Volumes I 
through V; again in 1964 for Volumes 
VI through VIII. These make old num-
bers of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN read-
ily useful in research. They are priced 
at one dollar apiece. 
Back Files: Complete sets are available 
for the ten full volumes of THE PACIFIC 
HISTORIAN from 1957 through 1966. 
There are 40 issues in all. The price is 
$35 for a complete set (a few early 
issues may be xeroxed!. Included are 
the two "Cumulative Indexes." lndi-
vidua.l back copies a11e priced at one 
dollar apiece. 
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University of the Pacific 
Stockton, Cqlifornia 95204 
Spo!Jsoring Organizati~ns .. 
• '.. . I •, .I-" 
· ..Calif-ornia History Fo'bndation: Shortly after inauguration ·as·:~"' 
.• ,; Pr~sltleat .of -~~-~ U.p ive~si tt ~fl::t,be ~~~~c· in_. I 9~ 7, L?r. R_oberr .• ~ 
:""'~, "'~~rn~; htms,lf'_a. histonan., ~Jar~~~ the California History.~-­
. .. ~'F.bubf~ation. Firsfoirecter waf tfle !~te Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt; '·'~ 
~5 ~re;viou~,l( Dean of the Gradu.ate School of the University of ~~­
- S.~J.Uthern· .c,ali forn i·a . ·u nder his genh,1s,. ft ·in itia ted historical tours, · ',,. 
~U1e California Histor~ i ns ti tu,i ' now· in its 20th year, and the ''.::;. .~ 
:confere9ce of Californ il'f Historical' Societies whi~h now liriks ··~. . 
.. " ~ore t_hafl} hUJf~h;~ . &f?~:PS through meetings .a~~ the C~i/ifor- . . c 
:ma Htston an. Under .D•rector;R; R: Stuart, a1cJcd by h1s l a t ~: , :.~i fe; Grace, 'the Foundation &tart{J(;j T HE· P:A'<'.I'FIC HisTOR IAN"" <_ 
,;and the Stua.rt Library of We,sie,rn ~Amed~ana. ;· "?-
. ·Foundation . dues are: -Aiffl.ual Spe,:,s,o'r Members, $5: Con- . · ·· 
tril5uting Sponsor, .,$2 5,: S!Jstgining Sponsor. $ J 00. L ife time .• 
. ').ponsors contribute $1,000. " 
.. J.e~Jediah Smith Soci'ety: ' First American · tc cross overland to 
California was intrepid .-· "BibJ~.::to~ing '\~urios i ty-pus hed ledc:. . 
q iah Strong Smith, and the year was· 1826. ln the n ine 'yeats 
be'fore Comanches got his ~.caip~~. at age 32, this capita li ~t ic .. 
eltt·Fepreneur in beaver peltry had ranged and mapped the WcsL: 
~ 
_,_.._.. 
ThoiJgh ranked as an .explore~ with Lewis and Clark, but litt)c .. 
was· ~ known of him till _a' si~uthing.:~Ca'l:if'arnia 'newspaperma< 
turned 'up his journal in Texas . -T~ . 1~dediah Smith Society, . 
stahed in 195'7, promote~ research irt Stnitli and his period::..!. . 
·holds a breakfast at the M~rch•l.nsrltute, and a Fall Rendezvou.s~ 
•• · ' · It .., f ' Annual dues are $5; DQIJOr, $2_5; Patrqn, $100. One thini-
. sand doU.ars purchas~:.: a Li/ell.me· Membership. 
Westerners Foun.dation: Specific projects to discover and to 
. 'disseminate knm.yledge of the Old West keep this organization 
· · ~, ~ -, activated. Founded. by .. Ph ilip A.- Da.nielson, formerly of E van·-
·· \ jt ~a~ b~en i~str~m.ental ih es~ablis_h in'g Corrals 9f The We~~er.rf~: 
, ' ·"'':."-:-~ . ' ston, l}}jnois, but now~ re!;idel)t of' the San Francisco Bay aFea, 
.. '\.'ers; m, estabhshmg at..th,e· Un~vemty of the Pacific a repository · 
· ." of Western publicafions; and publishing Sun and Saddle Leather, ~· 
a bo.ok df Western ve rse by ~adger Clflrk; South Dakota's ".poef ... 
~ ', · )lJureate~ " Members are· persons who. contribute $25 or more. , ~ 
. 'All members receive THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN- and you are 
invited to (Jecome ·a m,ember of the society of yeur choice . . _. . . 
Please make your check to UNIVERSITY OF THE PAC!~ 
FIC-fol/owed fly "CHF" if for the California History Founda- . 
· tion;· "JSS" if for the Jedediah Sm.ith Society; "WF" if for the'· ·· 
• ·· ' ·.w est~ruers . foundation. The ,amount of your check becomes. a- · 
donation-deductible for income Ia~ purposes. ' 
.. 
"' 
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